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TODAY:
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High:45
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Low: 30s.
SATURDAY: Dry.
High: 45 to 50. Low: 30s.
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SUNDAY: Chance of
showers. High: 50.
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The Student Newspaper of Mumty State University
News

Portion of
donations
to assist
•
campa1gn

Gimme t he ball

According to statistics from
the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority,
one out of every 12 college
students takes out a loan to
attend college. Interest rates
for student loans are the
lowest In 17 years, saving
some college students with
loans hundreds of dollars.

•Fund Drive: Five percent
of all donations collected
by the University will go to
the MSU Foundation.

Seepase6

BY DENisE HIGGINS
EDITOI

OpEd

AssociATE

Student
Government
President Todd
Earwood talks
about the new
publication of
The SGA Source, which provides professors' grades
from the spring semester.

Dmny V~I/The News

CollegeLije

Racer linebacker Chris vaupn. lett, Mel Marcus Stepp scramble for a lOOM bal In the first h . of Saturdar's
23-l victory ewer Tennessee Tileh. See 11tary on.,... 10.
I

The Student Government
Association Is now offering
hip hop lessons. This week
College Ufe shows learnlna
to dlnte II a easy u 1-2-3.

Suspects plead not guilty
•Arson: Bond was set at
$l(}(J,OOO cash or property
~ for Fl'fld, McGI'GI4.
who was charged with
murder and first degree
arson.

Bv C.D.

Sports
The Murray State Racers
have accomplished Denver
Johnson's goal of beating the
four teams that defeated
them last year. Last week's
win put the Racers in a
thre~way tie for first place
in the conference.

See page
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Six auapecta arrested in connection with the Sept, 18 fatal
fire in Hester College pleaded
not guilty Friday u those close
to them maintained the sua~· innocence.
Michael McDonough, Melissa
Mounce, John Haney, Brian
Levine, Jeremy Baker and
Lana Phelps all came before
Circuit Judge Dennis Foust for
arraignment hearings at 11:30
a.m. All were composed,
answering, "Yes, sir," when
asked questions by the judge,

except for Pbelpe, who entered
the courtroom crying, without
a lawyer. ~ Bouat aakecl if
alte . . . . . tM -.rt 1o
appoint one, she answered,
"OK." She seemed nearly
unable to answer the judge's
questions.
Phelps' mother, Laura, said
Lao.a bew of the prank calls
beeauae abe was a deaipated
driver at a rqby party the
eveniur before the fire. She
said Lana ba4 told her the people who made the calla were
not trying to scare Robert Ryan
Leader, freshman {rom Jackson, Tenn., and member of the
rugby team, but only trying to
"pic:k on him and pester him."
"Lana had high hopes for college this year: she said. "She
was having fun and enjoying
herself. Now this has messed
everything up. The cops, they

TheNewsOnline

don't kaow who to blame; Baker and Phelps' boftcla were
they'r e grasping at straws."
~t at $100,000 or 10 percent
Bond was also at a t the cash.
llitaftalllr. - BtlepecU .. M a couditian of aU their
well u for FTed McGrath, who bonds, the auspecta will not be
was arraigned Wednesday allowed on the Murray State
night. McGrath's charges campus.
include murder and first
Pretrial conferences for all
degree arson, while the others' the defendants were set for
charpa include conspiracy to Nov. 23 at 1 p.m., with a
..._,it arson.
reschedule date of Dee. 1• at 8
Mearath'a bond was set at a.m.
$100,000 cash or property,
Commonwealth
Attorney
meaninl he could post bond on Mike Ward said it aeems the
property eq\lity of $200,000, fire was a prank gone horribly
double the amount of the cash wrong.
bond. When Steve Vidmer,
"I believe it was a form of
McGrath's attorney, asked if hazing gone bad," he said. "I
the double requirement of personally don't believe the
property could be waived, people involved meant to kiD
Judge Foust quicldy replied, anyone."
Ward reiterated the impor"'Not this time."
For McDonough and Mounce, tance of phone call recorda to
bond was set at $75,000 cash or the case.
property, while Haney, Levine,
PleMe eee PLEASill

As of Sunday, any donation
made to the University will
land in departments' hands
five percent amaller than the
original amount donated.
In honor of its 75th year,
Murray State wanted to hold a
capital campaign to raise $25
million comprehensively over
the next five years, Tim Miller,
executive director of the foundation, said. This fund-raising
drive will officially be
announced, at the earliest,
next spring and is the first of
its kind at the University.
-we have to start to raise
money from gifts and donationa to match state donations," University President
Kern Alexander said. "All universities in the state are trying
to think of ways to match state
money.•
-rhe capital campaign and
the miaion are being determined by the people aa we go,"
Roger Reichmuth, interim
direetor of deYelopment, said.
-It will addreaa the University
priorities which have been singled out which would othernot get
wise probably
addressed."
The primary focus will be
matehing state funds for a Program ofDistinction at the University, Reichmuth said. As
reported in the May 1 isaue of
The News, the Program of Distinction is a joint effort of the
Center for Industry and Technology and the College of Business and Public Affairs to fully
exploit the potential in the
telecommunications arena.
The second priority encompasses the endowed chair and
profeaaorahip positions. Ail
P1eMe aee MONEY/12

Off-campus courses expanding
•Enended Campus: Several
courses are being offered in the
spring semester at off-campus
sites only.

Check out our evolving
World Wide W eb page at
www.thenews.org.

BY JENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
EofTOI-IN-CHIEF

Murray State is already developing
ita own virtual university through the
Internet, interactive television and 20
extended campus sites.
The expansion is part of a national
effort toward electronic learning,
John Yates, dean of the Center for
Continuing Education, said. Off-campus enrollment bas increased 40 percent in the past two years, he said.
The focus next year is to develop and
expand the programs in Hopkinsville
and continue to develop more classes
by electronjc means.
Complaints have risen from students on campus who wish to take
courses only offered at extended campus sites. Yates said this conflict arises mostly from scheduling difficulties.
"Some complaints have come from
students who wish to take courses
which may be taught on campus one
semester, then taught at another site
the next," he said. "We (the Center for
Continuing Education) look at it from
a programatic aspect, then we let the
department select which courses it
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will offer otT campus."
This semester, 543 students have
registered for courses at the Paducah
campus. Brian V:anHorn, director of
the Crisp Center, said he was unable
to determine how many of these students commute from MWTay for
classes.
Bonnie Higginson, elementary and
secondary education chairwoman,
said several undergraduate courses
are offered off campus for expansion
purposes, and specific courses are
designed for people with a bachelor's
degree.
"Some students who are planning to
enroll at Murray State in the fall can
pick up those undergraduate courses,
thereby streamlining their remaining
semesters," she said. "EDU 300 is an
exploratory course. It gives us an
overview to see how many people
have dift'erent degrees, but may want
to be teachers,"
One course in the journalism and
mass communications department,
feature writing, is being offered for
the first time in more than four
semesters, only at the Paducah site.
Jeanne Scafella, department chairwoman, said, "It is an unfortunate
consequence of offering clas8es offcampus."
"We were asked to provide clau
offerings in Paducah and Hopkinsville particularly, and we have

oifered claaeea online and through
interactive television," ScafeUa said.
•tt ia a good idea we support, but we
are not enc:ouragiDg students to drive
off cap1pus."
Scafella said one reason Paducah
was selected as the site for the course
ia there has already been a faculty
acijunct identified to teach.
Higginson said her department is
currently in the proc:ese of selecting
instructon for the otT-campus courses.
"'ver the next month we will be
trying to identify people with doctorates or rank one teachers," she said.
"Our otT-campus adjuncts are trained
by people in our department to understand the course content and to maintain our quality."
Higginson laid the Center for COntinuing Education pays for the
acijuncta who teach oft' campus.
"My department budget could not
absorb the cost," she said.
Yates said funding for acljuncts for
otT-campus sites comes from the revenue generated by the coursea. He
said highly qualified people, particularly with doctorates, are being
sought after to teach the courses.
"'They bring a ditferent perspective
by coming from the work force," he
said. "We are also planDing training
programs and orientation."

New-s
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High school seniors
come to MSU
The school relations
department will host Fall
Senior Day on Nov. 21 in
the Curris Center from
noon to 5 p.m.
The event is free. For
more information contact
Jennifer Young at 762-2896
or toll free at I-800-2724MSU.

Programs return
to local ~adio
Two series of programs
will return to WKMS in
the coming months.
The series on genetic
science, The DNA Files, features journalist John Hockenberry, a correspondent
for Dateline NBC. The ninepart series will begin airing
on Nov. 8 at 5 p.m. and
run through Jan. 3.
The Merrow Report features John Merrow, former NPR and PBS correspondent. This 13-part
series on youth and education will air on WKMS at I
p.m. Sundays beginning Jan.

3.
For further information
on WKMS programs,
phone 1-800-599-4737.

NBS/AERho hosts
television auction
The National Broadcasting Society/Alpha Epsilon
Rho will host the 26th
annual television auction
Tuesday through Thursday,
from 7 p.m. to I 0 p.m., on
Murray cable channel I I.
A variety of items have
been donated by area businesses, including toys from
Mattei. Replays of earlier
items will take place on
Thursday to conclude the
event.
Ten percent of the proceeds from the auction
will go to Habitat for
Humanity.
For more information
call the MSU TV-I I office
at 762-4178.

Tobacco issues
to be discussed
The nation's top speaker
on tobacco issues, Patrick ·
Reynolds, will be at Murray State on Wednesday at
7 p.m. in the Curris Center. Reynolds is the grandson of the founder of the
R.J . Reynolds Tobacco
Company.
Students, faculty and
community members are
invited to attend. After the
lecture there will be a
question and answer session.
For more information
call the SGA office at 7626951 .

#

Curd eases into
mayor's office

The following are the vote totals and percentages
from the Murray mayor, Calloway County JudgeExecutive, U.S. House and U.S. Senate elections.

Murray mayor
Freed Curd
Dan Miller

•Politics: Rep. Freed
Curd defeated local doctor
Dan Miller in the race for
mayor of Murray.
BY C.O. BRADLEY

1,903
1,308

(Non-partisan)

SENIOR STAFF WRITEA

Retiring state Rep. Freed
Curd has found a new job:
mayor of Murray.
Curd, who has represented
Kentucky's 5th House District
for 19 years, defeated Dan
Miller, local physician, 1,903 to
1,308, or 59.3 percent to 40.7
percent.
Curd won nine of the city's
eleven precincts, but even with
such a decisive win, he said he
was not sure of victory.
"I had doubts, sure," he said.
"I thought I was going to win ...
but you never know what the
silent majority is going to do."
Curd said the campaign, in a
year marked by negative races,
was a very positive one.
"It's as clean a campaign as
I've ever run," he said. "He is as
clean a candidate as I've ever
run against."
Curd said he believed his
experience played a big role in
his victory, and he plans to
take advantage of his connections in Frankfort to help his
new constituency.
Along with the mayor's office,
the city council members were
elected Tuesday night. Curd
said he knows some, but not

Calloway County
Judge-Executive ·
Larry Elkins (D)
Melvin Henley (R)

4,553
4,399

U.S. House
Tom Barlow (D)
Ed Whitfield (R)

76,570
90,962

97.7% reporting

Michael Ward/The News
Rep. Freed Curd, Murray mayor-elect, awaits returns In the Calloway County Courthouse Tuesday night.
all, of the members. As far as
the new council goes, Curd said
he likes the mix of new and old.
•sometimes that's not bad,"
he said of the new council. "I
don't know all of them, but
we'll try to get along and make
some progress."

Dan Miller, the loser in the
race, refused comment Tuesday
night and was unable to be
reached Wednesday.
In another local race:
• A tax to raise money for
parks in the city and county
was rejected 3,937 to 3,500.

U.S. Senate
Scotty Baesler (D)
Jim Bunning (R)
99.2% reporting

Source: Calloway County Clerk's Office/Secretary of State's Office

John Simanowitz/The News

Henley falls short of Elkins in CJE race
•Politics: Marvin Henley,
the first Republican to run
for Calloway County
Judge-Executive, defeated
Democrat Larry Elkins by
a narrow margin.
BY C.O. BRADLEY

Larry Elkins:
The Democrat.
as County JudgeExecutive-elect,
plans little
upheaval in the
transition from
old to new.

SENIOR Sl'AFF WRITER

Republican Melvin Henley
succinctly summed up the
final tally in the election for
Calloway County JudgeExecutive.
..1 just got my ass beat by
200 votes," he said.
The vote was even closer
than that; Democrat Larry

Elkins beat Henley by 154
votes, 4,553 to 4,399, or 50.9
to 49.1 percent. Henley actually won in Murray, but
Elkins' large wins in the
county offset Henley's city
advantage.
Elkins said he expected the
race to be tight and said
party affiliation may have

GOP takes a hit
Republicans were hoping to make gains in the wake
of President Bill Clinton's scandal, but Democrats
actually made gains in the House.

OLD

The News receives
second Pacemaker
nomination

NEW

Melvin
affected the final outcome.
Henley:
"1 expected it to be close,"
The MSU profesElkins said. "In a race this
sor, the first
close, (party affiliation) very
Republican to run
well could have made the diffor Judge-Execuference, but a lot of people are
tive. lost by
registered Democrat who are
fewer than 200
more closely aligned with
votes.
Republicans."
Henley, the first Republi- for a Republican to win here."
can to run for the office, said
Elkins said Henley ran a
party affiliation made all the good campaign with much
difference.
support.
"Henley and his supporters
..If I had been a Democrat,
ran
a nice campaign,,. he said.
there wouldn't have even
''He
was well organized and
been a race," he said. "It's
well
financed.,.
kind of interesting campaignElkins said he wants there
ing as a Republican in a 6-1
to
be a sense of continuity
democratic county. It's hard

in

•Politics: Rep. Ed Whitfield retained his seat in
the House, while Rep. Jim
Bunning narrowly won
his bid for a Senate seat.
BY

House

Source: Associated Press

John Simanowitz/The News

'

county government, and current employees should not
worry about job security.
"Anyone who h as a job who
is doing their job doesn't need
to worry about losing their
job," he said.
He said he began making
plans as soon as the tally was
final.
"I already spoke tO a couple
of incoming fiscal court members," he said Tuesday night.
"We are going to have some
workshops before the first of
the year. I don't suppose we'll
miss a beat. We want to be
ready to hit the ground running in January."

Bunning, Whitfield lead
GOP in c~ngressional races

C.O.

BRADLEY

SENIOR STAfF WRITER

For the second year, The
Murray State News has
been nominated for the
National Pacemaker.
The award places The
News as one of the top 20
non-daily college newspapers in the country. The
award will be given Saturday in Kansas City. Mo.
Briefs compiled by Heather

The ballots are in

Rep. Ed Whitfield easily
retained his House seat and
Rep. Jim Bunning eked past
Rep . Scotty Baeslcr by a razor
thin margin for a seat in the
U.S. Senate, putting the Kentucky congressional delegation
7-1 Republican.
Whitfield defeated Democrat
Tom Barlow, the man he won
the seat from in 1994, by the
margin of 90,962 to 76,570, or
54.3 to 45.7 percent, with 97.7
percf'nt of precincts reporting.
Republican Bunning defeated

Democrat Baesler 558,322 to
554,006, or 49.6 to 49.3 percent, with 99.2 percent of
precincts reporting in a race
watched nationwide. Charles
Arbegust, a Reform Party candidate for the Senate, garnered
12,342 votes, or 1.1 percent of
the vote.
Several networks declared
Bunning the winner Tuesday
evening, but backed off that
prediction as returns came in
from Louisville after a glitch in
counters was corrected. The
race was not called until the
wee hours of Wednesday morning.
Bunning's victory gave the
Republicans their first pair of
Kentucky senators in 26 years.
The candidates were running
to fill the seat of retiring
Democrat Sen. Wendell Ford,
whose 24 years in the Senate

is the longest of any Kentuckian.
In other state races:
• Bunning and Baesler's former seats switched parties as
Democrat Ken Lucas beat Gex
"Jay" Williams in Bunning's
4th District and Republican
Ernie
Fletcher
defeated
Emesto Scarsone in Baesler's
6th District. Along with Whitfield, Republican incumbents
coasted to victories in the 2nd
(Ron Lewis), 3rd (Anne
Northrup) and 5th (Harold
"Hal" Rodgers) districts.
• Results were split among
two constitutional amendments. An amendment allowing the General Assembly to
meet annually instead of every
two years failed, while an
amendment allowing the General Assembly to cut or remove
property taxes won handily.

.'

Martin, staff writer.

-

..
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Faculty will present concerns
-senate: Faculty discussed
the results of the faculty
attitude surveys and the
publication of The SGA
Source

Terry
Strieter: The
Chairman of the
Murray Alliance
of College
Educators
Informed the Faculty Senate on
survey results.

BY j AKE BURGESS
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

The Faculty Senate passed a
motion to present University
President Kern Alexander with
some of the concerns faculty
have with working conditions
and the administration.
On Tuesday, Terry Strieter,
chairman of the Murray
Alliance of College Educators,
presented the results of the
faculty attitude survey on
unionization to the senate.
He told the senate that 82.7
percent of the faculty do not
believe Alexander is responsive
to faculty concerns.
Of 352 surveys sent to the
faculty in August, 141 were
returned.
The motion was made to
address Alexander and the
Board of Regents with faculty
concerns perhaps as soon as the

Dec. 4 Board of Regents meeting.
Faculty Senate President
Ann Landini said the recent
survey validates the administrative review done last semester that the faculty are not
pleased with the job the cur·
rent administration is doing.
The Faculty Senate also discussed the newly released publication of faculty members'
spring 1998 grade distributions. The publication contains
the percent of A's, B's, C's, D's
and E's faculty gave to students.
The Faculty Senate is concerned the publications will
lower the standards of the U niversity and will make students
unprepared for a job after they
graduate.
Bill Schell, assistant professor of history, said Student
Government Association Presi-

dent Todd Earwood and
Alexander are making a "Burger King University," where students "get it your way."
The senate made a motion to
invite Earwood to its December
meeting to ask the reason for
the publication.
In oth er business, the Faculty Senate passed two resolutions that allow the faculty to
have more access to th e Internet and to receive more infor mation via Internet.
Thomas Gray, ch airman of
the academic policy committee,
made a motion that would give
faculty access to the Internet
and campus e-mail 24 hours a
day, from both on a nd off campus.
"The problem is with e-mail
access from homes and on th e
weekends," Gray said.
Gray said with the Univer sity rewiring a ll campus buildings to make them Internet
accessible, he hopes the University will put more of a priority on getting faculty m embers
"uninterrupted access."
The resolution will now be
sent to the president and the
provost.
The oth"er resolution passed

Policel3eat

during th e Faculty Senate
meeting will put th e Faculty
Ha ndbook online for all faculty
members to have access to it.
F r ank Elwell, chairman of
the Faculty Handbook Committee, said the online handbook
will allow faculty to keep up
with new guidelines and procedures the faculty, department
heads and college deans must
follow.
Elwell said the last time the
Faculty H andbook was published was in 1991. The handbook is supposed to be published yearly. Elwell does not
know why a han dbook has not
been published.
The committee hopes to have
the handbook online within a
month and will have a printed
version by th e end of the academic year for new and current
faculty. The online version will
be linked to th e Faculty Senate
and provost web pages.
"I believe a good faculty
handbook lets faculty know
what th eir role is at th e University," Elwell said.

Hester opens to residents next semester
in the decision.
Plans may be pushed back on the buildPaula Hulick, director of housing and ing of a new residential college facility at
residential life, said many changes have Hamilton Field as well. No decision has
been made yet as to what to do about the
resulted from the Hester College fire.
new facility.
Plans for moving Hester residents back
Decisions about when sprinkler systems
into Hester have been push ed back to Janwill be installed in th e residential colleges
uary.
will depend on the meeting of the Council
This is the latest n ews from the housing on Postsecondary Education in November
office. Hulick said the reason for the later and the meeting of the Murray State Board
move-in date is because of the timing of of Regents in December. A decision is
students moving back in at the end of the expected by the first of the spring semes·
fall semester. Cleaning time is also a factor ter.
STAFF REPORT

Public Safety continues to have extra
security patrol th e h alls of all the residen·
tial colleges. H ulick said sh e h as gotten
positive feedback on t he extra security.
"People feel more secure knowing that
officers are patrolling th e h alls," she said .
People have been inquiring about how
m oney from the Hester College Relief Fund
is being spen t. A graph was released outlining how the $14,107 was distributed to
studen ts. This fund is separate from th e
Hester College Emer gency Fund established by the MSU foundation.

• HBO plus cinemax for only
$t.toper month for 6 months.

•

Oct. 30, 1998
6:24 a.m. There was an auto accident in the stadium parking lot. No
injuries were reported.
Oct. 31, 1998
10:06 a.m. There was a noise complaint on the 400 block of College
Courts.
2:52p.m. A citation was issued to Angelia M. Hale for an expired license
plate and no insurance.
5:51 p.m. There was an auto accident in the 1000 block of College Courts.
No injuries were reported.

Nov. 1,1998
12:00 p.m. Jerry Walker reported his vehicle was keyed while parked in
College Courts.
Nov. 2, 1998
11:27 a.m. Megan Reynolds reported her vehicle was damaged in the
Regents College parking lot.
12:08 p.m. There was an auto accident at the corner of 16th Street and
Olive Street. No Injuries were reported.
Nov. 3, 1998
3:47 p.m. Kris Dixon reported the theft of a VHS camera from his room
sometime after Oct. 30 at 10:30 p.m.
10:09 p.m. There was a report of a group of people that would not leave
the Curris Center.
Nov. 4, 1998
2:16p.m. There was an auto accident in the Regents College parking lot
No injuries were reported.
3:40 p.m. There was a report of people selling magazines in the Hart and
R~ents colleges' lobbies. Noone was found .
8:24 p.m. A citation was Issued to James l. Joyner for no operator's
license and an improper tum.
9:10p.m. Dario Arrue reported the theft of his bike from behind Wells Hall.
10:36 p.m. An officer responded to a report of a marijuana odor on the
fourth floor of Hart College. Byron T. Richardson was arrested and lodged
In the Calloway Detention Center. He was charged with possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia. Confiscated were a plastic container
with marijuana In it, marijuana pipes, razor blades, scales, rolling papers
and scissors.
Racer Escorts - 30

Motorist A11lsts - 9

Information for Police Beat is gathered and compiled by Christine Hall,
news editor, from materials available from the Public Safety office.

"Lowest . a es In Town"
Ford·Authorized Rental
vehicles cars to vans

• Free gift from HBO
Must show MSU J.D•

Oct. 29, 1998
11:42 a.m. Jon T. Harris reported his vehicle was broken into while parked
by White College. The truck's back glass had been forced open and missing were one Orion amplifier, one Pioneer Premier CD player, 48 COs and
two pairs of Oakley wire sunglasses. The total value of the items is estirrtated at $1,661 .99.
3:29 p.m. Ken Carstens reported the theft of a VCR from the third floor of
Ordway Hall:
8:12p.m. There was a complaint of people throwing a football and hitting
cars near Franklin College.
9:53 p.m. There was a report of people throwing firecrackers from a stairwell in Hart College.
10:10 p.m. A citation was issued to Rebecca E. Bryant for disregarding a
stop sign and no insurance.

offer ends 11/25/98
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At least 2 t years of age, valid drivers license~
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Academically speaking,

how many projects do you have
due before finals?

Name: jason
Jar vi

Major: Outdoor
Recreation
Year: Junior
Hometown:
Louisville

" I have two
proje cts a nd I'm stressed."

The Murray State News
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Students deserve classes on campus
Take care of the students on this
campus first. We have discussed this
problem numerous times, but the
administration at Murray State doesn't seem to listen, so once again we
will remind them of this statement.
Murray State is offering classes at
the Crisp Center in Paducah. This is
a great idea, but these same classes
are not being offered on campus. The
University expects students who pay
tuition to live and go to school in Murray to commute 45 minutes to Paducah to take a course. These courses
being offered are not just general education classes, either. In some cases
they are 300 and 400 level classes.
Murray State students pay too
much money to be expected to drive
all the way to Paducah to take a class.

Issue: Murray State is
offering many classes off
campus.
Position: Murray State
should offer these classes
both on and off campus.
There are more cons to these classes
being offered than pros. For one, stu·
dents came to Murray State to be on
campus. If they wanted to commute
to class. then they wouldn't live on
campus. Secondly, it will cost stu·
dents more mone~ because they have

to pay for gas and dinner, since there
is no Winslow or Fast Track at the
Crisp Center. Not only is it not feasible for these students, but what about
students who don't have a vehicle on
campus? They are simply out of luck
unless they car pool with someone,
which will also cost them money. The
most important factor is that it is not
in the University's best interest to
have students on campus commuting
to take classes. Accidents do happen.
We have an answer to tp.e problem.
Offer only general education classes
in Paducah. If .the University offers
general education courses, then students who commute from Paducah
can finish all of their first two years of

courses at the Crisp Center, and it
will also enable Murray State to
recruit more students to get a fouryear degree. If upper level courses
must be taught there, then offer them
on campus, too. There are several
courses being offered only in Paducah.
Students who arc active on campus
and are making the most of their college experience don't have the extra
two hours to take a class. College students are just as busy as professionals who have careers. J:t,or students,
college is their career. It is time Mur·
ray State takes some advice and
thinks about things before they make
any more decisions.

Name: Ryan
McDaniel
Major: Business
A dministration
Year: Sophomore
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Opinions
lead to
reactions

Name: Chad
A rnold

Major: Criminal
Justice

Year: Senior
Hometown:
D rakesboro

" I don't have any
and I'm loving it."

Your Vi"euJs
SGA Source cau s es
faculty to be upset

Name: Jamie
Vaughn

Major: Undeclared
Year: Sophomore
Hometown:
Dexter, Mo.

" I have two
papers and two
observat ions due."

Name: Melanie
Vincent

Major:
Elementary
Education
Year: Senior

Hometown:
Dixon

"I have two portfolios and
three projects."
Heather Martin/Staff
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To the Editor:
SGA President and Student
Regent Todd Earwood says
with pride, "We are rating the
faculty by grade distribution
as a service to the students.
For students the bottom line
is: What grade did you make
in that class? The main thing
is if a teacher is hard or not."
Since Earwood is a stalwart
ally of President Alexander, I
can only assume he made this
data available and approves.
Certainly it fits his agenda.
Like Earwood, Alexander's
pursuit of mediocrity is
relentless. More than a few
departments and professors
have received letterr:; from the
president complaining about
low GPAs and unreasonable
expectations.
If it's not what the student
learns that counts, but the
grade received, then let's all
give A's. That's the bottom
line, isn't it? Burger King
University, where the student is a customer...Have it
your way." Let's put a driveup window at Sparks. Our
customers give MSU a check
for 4.5 years of schooling and
tuition fees and get a MSU
diploma and 4.0 transcript.
No waiting, 100 percent
retention-graduation guaranteed.
Earwood and Alexander do
not realize learning requires
effort. It is not the gift of the
instructor. As in :;ports, the
real effort comes from the
athlete, not the coach. Sometimes there is failure, but
when failure becomes impo;:;sible, so does success.
Earwood apparently thinks
learning comes through
osmosis, by merely sitting in
the classroom and he will feel
good about himself when he is
given his A. Alexander thinks
MSU will become like Yale if
we have residential colleges,
a crew team and send students to over-priced ill-conceived programs at Oxford .
In his classic. Zen a1id the
Arts of Motorcycle Ma inte·
nance, subtitled An Inquiry
into Values, Robert Pin.;ig

describes the efforts of a state
law that guaranteed all
regional university students
would graduate.
'"What would happen is that
the real University, which no
legislature can dictate to and
which can never be identified
by any location of bricks or
boards or glass, would simply
declare that this place was no
longer 'holy ground.' The real
University would vanish from
it, and all that would be left
was the bricks and the books
and the material manifestation."
MACE-AFT is fighting to
see the REAL University is
not driven away from MSU.
Please, help.
Bil1 Schell
Associate professor of history

Student comme nds
r escu e teams
To the Editor:
I am writing this in
response to the letter in the
paper last week. First of all, I
believe a few people took me
the wrong way. I do not
believe the firemen stopped
by to grab a burger on their
way to ·Hester. I made the
comment about the firemen
taking approximately 10 minutes to get to Hester because
Murray State did not have
the fire alarm system dispatched directly to the station, as it does now. I wanted
people to know the firemen
took s o long because of Mur·
ray State not allowing the fire
alarm system to be directly
linked to the station. I am
very grateful to the firemen
and p·olicemen for risking
their lives to save my friends'
lives and mine. I will always
be in great debt to them.
1 want to also take this
opportunity to thank Byron
White, a Public Safety officer,
who stood on the ground
beneath my fourth floor window and shined his flashlight
in my face. He was doing this
to keep me awake. The emer·
gency room doctor told me 111
would have fallen asleep, I
might have died. So I do

greatly appreciate the firemen, policemen and Byron
White for risking their lives
for someone they never knew.
Jerry Walker

Fourth floor resident
of Hester

Faculty member talks
about labor union

Membership in this group
would be free to faculty; we
could even call it (oh, say) the
Faculty Senate.
In the area of academics,
the concern of most faculty, of
course, we could insure that
procedures are put into place
by which academic decisions,
such as curriculum and
course changes and library
holdings, would be by
approval of faculty or faculty
committees, all members of
which would be from departments and colleges.
With a labor union, we may
even gain many considerations important to our per·
sonal welfare. Eventually,
each of us could have a private office, possibly, maybe
even have a personal computer tied to the Net, e-mail
even, all free. Most faculty
might even have a classroom
in the same building as their
office. With a labor union, the
younger faculty could expect
to see a time when they
would have parking within
walking distance of their
office. I foresee someday a
faculty with free long distance phone service into each
of their offices, reduced prices
in the bookstor e, free and
amazingly inexpensive life
insurance,
inexpensive
health insurance and a good
retirement to which the University contributes.
For reasons too obvious to
mention, a faculty labor
union at Murray State will
guarantee the University
president will finally, at long
last, be forced to listen to us,
consequently solving all our
problems. And more impor·
tantly, we still will not be
compelled to listen to him.
But the most indisputable
reason I support the labor
union, as should we all, is
that distinguished faculty of
the best universities in America are members of a labor
union, not to mention faculty
of many junior colleges and
public schools.

To the Editor:
Several reasons persuade
me to support a labor union
for the faculty.
Though state employees in
Kentucky are not allowed to
strike, with a powerful labor
union we could probably compel the general assembly to
allow us to elect a colleague,
by secret ballot and majority
vote, to become a full-fledged
member of the University
regents, one who sits in executive
sessions,
makes
motions and votes. Such an
event, unthinkable in almost
every other state, would give
us power and input beyond
the dream of most faculty.
With a labor union, we
could create n campus organization with 100 percent faculty participation. This group
could include faculty members elected by secret ballot
and majority vote from each
department. These members
could meet publicly monthly,
set their own agenda and
handle and discuss any and
all faculty concerns brought
to them. If our union is
resourceful and acts with
assiduity, we could even
make sure this group estab·
lishes by-laws prohibiting the
president and other University administrators from being
members or even attending
meetings unless invited. With
a labor union we could see to
it this group organizes itself
with no interference whatsoever from any University
administrator.
I envision someday the
leaders of this faculty group,
elected by secret ballot and
majority vote, would meet
monthly, privately and alone
wlth the presidt at htll• ~::If James Willis
and would meet more fre - Professor of elementary and
quently should a renson arise. secondary education

I'm writing this for students
and faculty who do not understand the reason for editorials
and opinion pages. The Viewpoint and Op Ed pages of The
Murray State New.'l are for the
student and faculty reactions
to certain things happening on
campus or in life. Jt is merely
opinion!
The article which appears at
the top of page four (right
above the article you are reading now) is an editorial. An editorial is an article based on the
OPINIONS of the editorial
board of The Murray State
News. The editorial board consists of the four section editors,
the chief copy editor, the photography editor, the associate
editor, the advertising manager and the editor-in-chief.
Every newspaper has an editorial page if it is a good paper.
As I stated before, an editorial
is merely our opinion. If students or faculty agree with us,
that's great, but if they don't
that's great, too. If you don't
agree with our opinion or
another student's opinion 'in
the paper there is always the
option of writing a letter to the
editor or your own commentary.
Although I enjoy letters to
the editor, don't expect to get
any feedback. or get printed or
be taken seriously unless you
sign your name.
With that understanding,
let's get back to page five ,
which is Op Ed. This page is for
the students and faculty. This
is their chance to gel their
thoughts and feelings about an
issue or an event to the public
eyes. Here again, it is opinion
based! Yes, I'm sure these people hnve some facts they base
their opinion on, but lhe bottom line is it is their opinion,
and they have the right to be
heard .
I know most of you understand what the word opinion
means, but it ~eems to be
unclear to many. According to
Webster's Third New Interna ·
ttonal Dictionary. the definition of opinion is a view, judgement or appraisal formed in
the mind about a particular
mutter. Therefore, an opinion
is an opinion. That's it.
I simply want to say this. We
arc a professional newspaper
and part of being a profession·
al newspaper includes letting
our readers gel their opinions
printed. So, in turn, 1 hope this
article has cleared a few things
up for our renders.

OPED

The Murray State News
November 6, 1998
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Retreat strengthens student's heart
Ten or so people sat around the bonfire and shared little pieces of their
hearts. J told the others how they had
affected my life. how they had been an
encouragement to me or simply what
their lives illustrated to me. They, in
tum, did the same thing. Together we
exemplified Hebrews 10:24, which
says, "Let us con~ider how you may
spur one another on toward love and
good deeds."
There were two other groups at Ohlo
Valley Christian Camp doing the
same thing in those moments that
night. We were all there with Murray
Christian Fellowship for its annual
fall retreat.
Although we were all sort of put on
the spot to share our hearts, it was

In My
(Jpinion
KRISTIN
H ILL

worth it from every angle. Some of the
people in my group I barely knew, but
l knew enough to know that they are
worth getting' to know. Others I had
previously had an encouraging conversation with and knew there was no
reason I should have those initial
instances of nervousness around
them. These people I had only recent-

ly come to know treated me like I had
always been a part of their lives, and
that was a great illustration of love to
me.
Love is such a broad subject, but it
affects us all daily. That weekend
around the bonfire, which was deemed
a "love feast," showed me a lot about
who I want to be. I want to have the
peace of knowing I am accepted and
just being able to go up to someone
and build them up with love every
day.
I can be that person . •Jesus teaches
us that is the way to live.
After the three groups were done
with their love feast, we all came
together at one bonfire. Back in the
woods, under a canopy of trees, I felt

like we were the only people on earth
at that moment. Looking up, there
was a break in the trees and the stars
were in clear view.
I was standing right there in the
midst of God's creation with people
who valued it as much as I did. We all
stood there, all 30-something of us,
and sang praise songs and once again
shared a little of our hearts. People
just randomly voiced things they had
learned that weekend and what had
touched their lives and encouraged
them to be better people.
There was a lot of love there, at all
different levels. Ultimately, God was
glorified in our love feast and that
allowed us to find peace and joy in the
truth and love we shared with each

other.
I think back to that night and just
know those people didn't have to say
what they did or accept me the way
they continue to. The simple fact that
some love was uncovered between us,
as individuals and as a group, makes
our connection that much stronger.
. I think our love feast should not stop
there, but overflow in our lives daily.
Love is not meant to be an occasional
thing shared only when it is convenient or because "everyone else is
doing it." Jesus commands it and our
hearts desire it, so every day should oo
a love feast.

Kri.o;tin Hill is a .9taff writer for The
Murray State News.

Political correctness
supported by liberals

(XJ(H\T
To MAK~ n\{.
'W1S

r

In light of recent criticisms
sent my way by some of Murray's intellectual elite, I have
decided to write this week's
article in an entirely politically
correct manner.
I wanted to eliminate all
examples of sexist language,
possibly offensive vocabulary,
personal prejudice and undefended opinion.
However, the only word I
was left with,"the," really gets
old when you type it 800 times.
In light of this disturbing
revelation that lam in my very
nature a politicolly incorrect,
insensitive, unoriginal, anliintellectuaJ fellow, I thought
perhaps an article was in order
discussing the concept of political correctness itself.
If you don't like it, deal. As
Denis Leary pointed out, life
sucks. Get a helmet.
What is political correctness'!
I can't give you an official defi.. nition.
Apparently,
all
attempts at defining it were
deemed politically incorrect. I
can, however, give you my personal
definition-without
words that start with letters
"f" or "s" and for some reason
tend toward four letters.
ln my opinion, political correctness is defined as saying
the same thing you would have
said in a different way, the
right way, with an emphasis
on making the term more
vague and "sensitive" while
conveying exactly the same
meaning.
For example, it is not politically correct to call your little
brother a "spastic" when he
behaves like a crackhead every
time you give him cafli~ine. It is
inappropriate to call someone
who is clinically spastic a
"spastic" because there is
another term which is much
more sensitive. While the polit-

In My
()j)in ion
ROBERT
BROWN

so. The v~ people I follow in
the blind trust of a simpleton
sheep every election year, the
politicians who long ago actually admitted to the term "liberal," it is they who have
brought this foul pox upon us.
I don't understand this at all.
The First Amendment, perhaps the greatest piece of governmental work ever made,
forbids any law "abridging the
freedom of speech." The most
vigorous defenders of this law
tend to be liberals. So what is
the deal with liberals sponsoring the new form of censorship
known as political correctness?
I just can't figure it oul.
According to the politi<:ally correct mode of thought, 1 can go
to work today shouting, "America Sucks! Bum the rich!" or
"Let's go beat a Christian with
a police baton!" and everything
is hunky-dory. But the very
halls of the damned are not
enough punishment for me if I
yell "chick" to one of my coworkers.
If that happened, I would be
sexually harassing her. The
penalty for sexual harassment
in the career world today tends
to run the gamut fi·om termination to fines to blacklisting
in the work world. One word,
one knee jerk reaction, one
great big pooh-pooh rain.
lt is time for the era of political correctness to come to an
end. Guys, call a girl a "chick"
today, and blame me. Girls,
whistle at the cute guys and
call the guys like me "spastic."
The revolution is nigh. Gather the whole campus together.
I feel like clubbing baby seals
and slow-roasting them over a
nice sequoia fire.

ically correct word for "spastic"
is currently unknown to me, I
am sure I will be informed of
its use in an angered letter
next week.
Moreover. it is wrong to call
a crackhead a "crackhead," as
lhe actual term is "drug-dependent amphetamine-e_sychotic
individual." 1 must apologize
for calling my little brother a
"little brother" when the better
description is "age-challenged
sibling."
A bit ridiculous, isn't it?
People who believe that this
serves some essential function
in the evolution-sorry, the climate-based genetic, possiblybrought-about- by-Godchange-of the human animal
should be driven through the
street by enraged baboons with
baseball bats and dumped
down one of those "personholes" recently renamed by Il
Govermente Federate.
With all of this tendency
toward control of speech
through public discreditability,
it would seem political correctness is the perfect creation of
those who find the First
Amendment to be the worst
invention since the concept of
civic rule. I like the concept of
this torture of humanity being
invented by some drooling,
low-intelligence chimp like Pat
Buchanan or, may the lords of
light forgive me for mentioning Robert Brown is a junior
theatre and journalism major
the name, Bush.
Unfortunately, it just isn't from Owensboro.
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Right to view The Source causes faculty concern
What is worthwhile is worth the
effort. This week, the Student Government Association released a publication called The SGA Source. This
publication shows the grade distribution for each faculty member, which
came from a University document
called The ABC Report.
We produced 2,000 copies of this
publication and distributed it around
campus. We also have an online version that can be found at
http://start.at/sga.
SGA has an ad-hoc committee,
made up of SGA senators and myself,
to address this issue. We spent nn
immense amount of time looking at
different options and found the grade
distribution is a matter of public
record and a good starting point.
Our goal is to provide students with
a resource that will be helpful when
deciding class schedules. The current
one we have is only one phase of
many to come. We feel The Source is

-

thing we consider important is
grades. One even said he thinks PresMy
ident Alexander pushed this project
()fJinion
on me. However, these claims arc not
true and are almost insulting.
Tooo
Just because Wfl published only the
EARWOOD
grades in the first phase of our project
does not mean that grades are all we
care about. We wanted to start small.
As for Alexander, I told that faculty
member not to underestimate lhe
a good starting point, and it provides representatives of SGA or myself.
us with a vital piece of information Contrary to what some faculty may
think, students do have their own inifor our scheduling decision.
In the future, we want to include tiatives and ideas. I guess a few of our
relevant . syllabus information, such faculty are too busy griping about
as frequency of exams, number of salaries and unionizing to realize stumajor projects, attendance policy and dents are still a major part of this
class structure. We would also like to campus.
Some of their recent, self-serving
list student and faculty comments on
attitudes show a lack of conccm for
the courses.
As you can imagine, there are sev- students. In this situation, SGA has
eral faculty members who do not like undertaken a project that concerns
The Source. Some claim we are trying them, so now they are paying attento cause grade inflation, or the only tion to us. Maybe this can be a

In

reminder that there is one reason fac- ty, don't expect me or any other stuulty are here, and that is to educate dents to feel bad for you because we
us. It is not to make tons of money. printed your grades for the student
My mother is a high school teacher, body to see. If you are guilty of nothand my father is an adjunct professor, ing, then you should have nothing to
so 1 know teaching doesn't make you hide. The bottom line is that the grade
distribulion is a matter of public
rich .
I rlo think the majority of our facul- record and SGA cnn produce this until
ty members are concerned about us a lnw is changed.
Instead of being negative toward our
as students. However,! have not seen
the faculty voting lo help stop an pubhcation, realizE! we have the legal
increase in student fees. The only stu- right to produce 7'he Source. SGA
dent fee they have opposed in recent would like to hear your ideas or possihistory has been a parking fee, which bly additions, changes or even alternahappens to be the only fee they have tives to our current format. We don't
think we have this publication down
to pay.
l don't think the faculty Hnd the lo perfection, but we do think we have
students have to go against each identified a good issue to address.
SGA is always seeking to improve
other on each issue. However, in this
instance, we may not see eye-to-eye. I our University l believe you will find
Lhink we both can agree we want 'l'lre .Source IS \Vorthwhile, and thereMSU to provide a good, quality edu- fore worth the effort.
cation. If that means a C in n class.
8GA President '/'odd Earwood is a
then so be it.
To the members of the MSU facul- graduate student from Murray.

New-s
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Inter est rates for student loans rank lowest 1n years
period.
•Funds: Because of a new now at 8.26 percent.
In the 1996-97 academic
Lula
Darnell,
fiscal
officer
for
interest rate, students with
year,
4,564 students at Murray
student
loans,
encourages
stu·
college loans may saue
dent
loans,
with
a
disclaimer.
State
received Stafford Loans
hundreds of dollars.

Bv LEE

RETZLAFF

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The interest rate for student
loans has fallen to its lowest
level in 17 years.
The Stafford Loan rate fell
0.77 percent. This drop should
save a college student with a
$13,000 loa n, which is near
average, more than $700.
The Federal Family Education Loan Program, the program Murray State has, uses
this new ra te. Two of the most
common loa ns under the
FFELP are the Stafford Loan
and the PLUS Loan. These
loans are provided and insured
by the Kentucky Higher Education Assistance Authority using
federal funds.
The Stafford Loan dropped
from 8.23 percent to 7.46 percent, while the PLUS Loan is

"If justified, loans are good,"
she said. "For many, it's the
only way to get an education."
However, she strongly advises borrowers to keep good
records. They should know
their expected income after
graduation, keep in touch with
their lender and stay informed
on how much they have paid
back.
Student loans can be subsidized or unsubsidized. Subsidized loans are for those whose
income is below a certain level,
creating a financial need. In
these loans, the interest owed
on the loan during schooling
and a grace period is paid by
the federal government.
If not eligible for a subsidized
loan, students may receive an
unsubsidized loan. With this
loan, the borrower must pay
the interest accumulated while
in school and during the grace

at a value of more than $14 million. More than half of all MSU
students received a loan.
At Murray State, 48.4 percent of all financial aid comes
from student loans. Stafford
and PLUS Loans account for a
substantial majority of them.
According to a fax sent by
John McDougal of the KHEAA,
spending on student loans is on
an almost exponential rise.
More money was paid in loans
in the 1990s than in the 1960s,
1970s and 1980s combined.
Students have borrowed more
than $110 billion in the last
seven fiscal years.
Thirty to 35 billion dollars
are now borrowed annually for
student loans. Each year the
figure rises.
The Master Promissory Note,
introduced Oct. 1, is meant to
make filing for a loan easier.
Instead of renewing financial

aid every year, the MPN allows
students to take out n loan that
will last them through college
and graduate school. Students
have six months after leaving
school before they must star t
payment.
Darnell said a student needs
to stay above half-time status
or be must begin payback of his
loans.
"The clock does not start ticking unless (a student) drops
below half-time, below six
hours for an undergraduate, or
four and a half for a graduate
student," she said.
The University provides
many opportunities to learn
about student loans. During
summer orientation, there is a
mandated assembly for discussion of financial aid. At Senior
Salute Days, financial aid
counseling is provided.
Those who drop out receive
reminders in the mail of their
financial responsibilities.
Internet financial aid help is
also available, Darnell said.

Student Loan Facts

e

Investing in the...

~

*Student loans are the major
,.__."~
source of funding for
students to pay for
their college education.
*Student loans now comprise
60 percent of all aid to
students.
*1 in every 12 college students has a student loan.
*30 to 35 billion dollars are borrowed through federal
student loans per year and that total increases
source: John McDougal - KHEAA significantly each year.
John Simanowitz/The News

"Soon we'll have available
entrance and exit counseling on
the Web," she said.
Financial aid information is
already available at a few
places on the Internet. These
include the Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authori·
ty website at www.kheaa.com
and a federal government site

at ifap.ed.gov. Nellie Mae, one
of the largest private providers
of student loans, has a site at
nelliemae.com.
The student loan office is
located on t he second floor of
Spa rks Hall. Staff members
would be glad to answer any
questions about financial aid
and loans, Darnell said.

State suspends welfare checks for non-compliant recipients
•Welfare: Under state sanctions,

In fact, they will not receive any

community service

visor for the Department of Social

"As I see it, the recipients were

• Vocational education (including Insurance in Calloway County, said given plenty of warning about this,"
recipients will be denied checks more money from the state until they
comply
with
the
state's
guidelines.
colleges
and universities)
efforts are being made to prevent cut- she said. "' mean, the people who will
until they follow state guidelines.
B Y T ONI fRUIA
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Sunday, the state of Kentucky is
starting its most drastic effort to
break the cycle of welfare.
The threat of no checks for non-cooperative welfare recipients will become
a reality.
Welfare recipients who have been on
welfare for al least 24 months and
who nrc sanctioned for a minimum of
six months for non-compliance with
the Kentucky Welfa re to Work Program will not receive a check this
month.

The guidelines are simple. When a
person applies for welfare assistance,
he is told if he is still on welfare after
24 months, he will have to take part in
some type of Kentucky Works activity.
According to a letter sent to cash
assistance recipien ts, case workers
are ready and willing to assist people
in finding the job or training th at is
right for them. The approved activities
that recipients have to choose from
are as follows:
• Paid work
• On-the-job training
• Work experience training
• Community service
• Job search and job readiness
• Providing childcare to others in

• GED classes
• Adult education/literacy classes
• Other activities that will help the
recipient become employed, such as
substance abuse treatment, domestic
violence counseling, mental health
counseling, life skills or parenting
classes.
Of course, there may be exceptions
to these requirements, but they are
reviewed on a case-by-case basis.
People helping others receive assistance have mixed opinions on the subject. Some are afraid that cutting off n
family from welfare suddenly may put
children in jeopardy.
Kathy Chance, field services super-

offs.
"The cutoffs haven't affected anyone
in Calloway County yet, but they
might in the next few months,"
Chance said. "We are trying everything we can to get our recipients to
participate (in Kentucky Works) so
that it doesn't come to that end for
them."
Cindy Thompson, former welfare
recipient and current case manager
for Calloway County's division of the
Audubon Child Care Assistance Program, is in favor of the current welfare
reforms, but wants to see more options
for those looking for work and work
training.

be affected by this are only those who
have been on the roll for 24 months
already and who have been sanctioned
for a quarter of that time. This is probably the only means t he state has to
let these people know that they are
serious, and that there will be no more
free hand-outs."
Thompson, however, is not content
with what the state is offering in the
way of job training. She suggested the
state otfer more in-depth placement
testing and career counseling.
Both Thompson and Chance agree
that wclfa~ can be a cycle passed
doY.n from one generation to another,
but that those cases are becoming
more and more rare.

months
*Hands-on "Industry-Sensitive"
program
*Many fields of specialization
after graduation
*Outstanding job placement
program ·
*Financial aid to those who
qualify
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THE COMPANIES:
Tennessee Valley Authority North Star Steel- Rockwell
International - Nortel - Hewlett
Packard- Intel- And More!
Classes Start January 25

Call Today For More
Information!
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THE CAREERS:
Industrial Electronics - Avionics Computer Technology
Communications - Automation Bio-Medical Electronics - And
More!
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1-800-995-4438
The Institute Of
Electronic Technol
SINCE 1964

509 South 30th St.
Paducah, KY 42001
444-9676
800-995-4438
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OnG'ctlnjJus
Mechanization
Club holds annual
car winterization
Murray State's Agricultural Mechanization Club
is having its annual car winterization for all faculty
and staff.
The fund-raising event
will be held Friday from 12
to 6 p.m. and Saturday
from 8 a.m. to noon.
Bring vehicles to the
Howton Agriculture Engineering Building. and the
club will check over the
vehicle to see that it is
running properly for the
winter months.
The features that will be
checked are: oil level,
power steering fluid level,
air filter, battery, antifreeze protection level and
many more.
If interested in participating in the service, there
will be a $1 0 service fee
per vehicle. For more
information call Dwayne
Driskill at 762-6187.

W orkshop to assist
MSU faculty
EXTRA service learning
workshop will be at Murray State on Wednesday.
Nov. 18, in the Curris
Center Ohio Room to
assist MSU faculty members in the development of
service · learning processes
in curriculum.
Service learning Is a
method that connects
meaningful
community
service with academic
learning, personal growth
and civic responsibility.
This step-by-step workshop will assist MSU in
meeting part of its mission
statement of developing
informed and effective citizens.
The workshop will be
held from 3:30 to 6:30
p.m. and will be limited to
t he first 30 applicants. For
more information contact
Roger Weis at 762-3808.

MSU art auction
to be held
The fifth annual MSU art
auction will be held next
Friday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery
on the sixth floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts
Building.
Pete Lancaster will auction artwork from faculty.
students and alumni.
All proceeds will benefit
the department of art
scholarship fund and the
visiting artist program.
The artwork will be on
display at the gallery for
silent auction bids and live
auction
preview
on
Wednesday from 8 a.m. to
6 p.m. and Thursday and
Friday from 8 a.m. to 7:30
p.m.
For more information
contact the art department at 762-3784.

Briefs compiled by Heather

Martin, staff writer.

SGA sPonsors a new dance wave that not
onlY teaches rhYthm and movement. but
also acts as exercise.
This routine shows that hiP
hoP lessons are as easy as
I

I. 2. 3.

1.
BY BRANDl W ILLIAMS
CO~LECE LIFE EDITOR

For those interested in learning how
to dance like people do in the clubs, SGA
now offers hip hop lessons in the Curris
Center Domino's on Thursday nights
from 7 to 8 p.m.
Karsia Slaughter, junior from Hop·
kinsville, will instruct the lessons.
Slaughter is the Racer Girl choreogra·
pher. She is at MSU to get her degree in
dance, and she is also head instructor
for the Universal Dance Association.

2.

3.

John Simanowitz/The News
ize,"
Jones
said.
"With these classes, my
of
people,
diversity
is
the
main
thing."
"Most people associate hip hop with
heart
was
pumping,
sweat was pouring.
funk," she said. "Funk is different with
it
because
it
is
a
different
cul·
"I enjoy
the things you do. If I was teaching a . ture and a different movement," Slaugh- It was a lot of fun, but a really good
funk routine, there would be more ter ~aid. "I think it will have a big fol- workout."
Slaughter and Jones both emphasized
emphasis on things like the placement lo"Y.; ng."
So far the class has gotten a lot of pos· the classes are open to everyone on camof your hands. Hip hop is more of a
pus.
freestyle thing, like you would find in itive feedback.
"Many people might assume that
"From the people who have come to
the clubs."
Slaughter and SGA Vice President the classes, they have said that it is a lot because it is hip hop lessons that t hey
Tavares J ones came up with the idea of fun and good exercise ," Sla ughter are only catered toward blacks, but it is
said. "Also, in the class there is a lot of for all students who want to have fun
while taking swing lessons.
"Hip hop is something that is popular cardiovascular work, so you do burn a and want to dance," Jones said.
The hip hop lessons started Oct. 23
and different," Jones said. "When you lot of calories."
"Thltt was the one thing I didn't real- and will continue through Nov. 19.
conserve programming for a large group

American Heart Walk held at RSEC
money they raise.
"People who raise a lot of m oney could be
eligible to receive a T-shirt, coolers, as well
Students who want to do their body and as a few other things," she said. "We will
soul good can attend the American Heart also be having door prizes and refreshAssociation's main fund-raising event, the ments."
Harcourt said those who attend can
American Heart Walk, at the Regional
walk at their own pace and for any disSpecial Events Center Saturday at 9 a.m.
tance they are comfortable with.
Jennie Harcourt, area director in west"Some of our survivors are still recoverern Kentucky, said the walk raises money
ing," she said. "We don't want to push anyand awareness about heart disease.
one."
"This is the fifth heart walk we have had
Harcourt said those survivors who do
in Calloway County," she said. "What we choose to come are eligible for a special
like about this one is tha t it incorporates a ceremony at 8:50 a.m.
lot of different ages."
"All of the survivors will be presented
Harcourt said anyone who wishes to with a red cap," she said. "We call them
attend can. She said walkers are encour- our red cap team."
aged to collect pledges or sponsor themAnother special feature of the walk is
selves, but it is not a requirement.
the tribute stickers.
Those who do choose to get pledges or
"We have special stickers that walkers
sponsor themselves become eligible for can place on their backs with the names of
small prizes depending on the amount of loved ones they wish to commemorate or
Bv REKA ASHLEY

ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

walk in tribute to,"' she said.
Harcourt said 80 people attended the
walk last year and this year the associa·
tion has more than 130 conftrmed walkers.
This is the first year the walk has been
held on Murray State's campus. It was
previously held at Murray Middle School.
"The association chose to have the walk
in RSEC because it would allow it to go in
any weather and because of community
interest in the building," she said.
Harcourt said Murray/Calloway County
Hospital is the presenting sponsor this
year.
"Money raised goes for heart disease
research in Kentucky and for education in
community programs in Calloway Coun·
ty," she said.
Registration for the walk begins at 8:30
a.m. For additional information on the
American Heart Wnlk phone (502) 4423730.

Area musician to perform in telethon
ment. She defines her music as folk
rock with a bit ofblues, and she writes
most of her own songs.
"Right now, Freddy Mercury from
Amanda Davis is no ::;tranger to the
Queen
inspires me the most musicalmusic scene. Being a part of a musical
ly,"
Davis
said. •1 think be was a very
family and playing in clubs in
talented
singer
and musician."
Nashville, she has been exposed to
Because of all of the traveling she
almost all of the elements of the music
business practically from birth . So has to do, Davis is home schooled, so
there is no surprise she has been keeping up with her studies is not too
a sked to perform at the 42nd annual difficult for her.
"I can count studio time as school in
Lions Club!NewsChannel 6 Telethon
the
field that I am doing," Davis said.
of Stars on Nov. 7 a nd 8. Not to menDavis
says she may go to college, but
tion she is only 17 years old.
right
now
she is focusing more on her
Formerly of the band Ruben .Farr,
music.
Davis's name might sound familiar in
"I hope to keep doing what I am
this area because not only is she a
doing right now, only on a bigger
native of Benton, but she has also perscale," Davis said
formed in several local festivals. cofThe telethon benefits centers for disfeehouses and private parties. She
abled children and adults. Davis will
even got to appear as an opening act
perform at 3:05 a.m., 3:55 a.m. and
for the band Sister Hnzel.
4:30 a.m. with guitarist Danny Mar"1 like the small coffeehouse gigs tin.
because it is eas ier to get into the
"We met a year ago and did some
crowd," Davis s aid. "The most exciting gigs together," Davis said. "We have
would have to be the Sister Hazel gig. been working together since Febru[ like the large audiences."
ary."
Davis has been playing the guitar
For now, Davis is working on formfor the past four years. She also plays ing her own band with Martin and
the ma ndolin a nd is experimenting Andy Gurley, lead guitarist from Amanda Davis, 17-year-old musician, will perform
with the sitar, an ea st lndiun instru· Ruben Farr.
at the 42nd annual Uons Club telethon.
B v BRANDl WILLIAMS

COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR

Novelist
pays visit
to campus
BY )ULIE WOLFE
STAff WRITER

Eastern Kentucky native
Chris Offutt visited Murray
State on Thursday. He is the
author of two books of short
stories, Kentucky Straight and
Out of the Woods, and the
novel The Good Brother. He
recited a selection of his works
in the Pogue Library Main
Reading Room.
Offutt was brought to Murray State by the department of
English and the College of
Humanistic Studies. His reading was part of the Murray
State Reading Series. He is the
second author to come to MSU
as part of the series this
semester. The r eading was
sponsored by the James Overby Kentucky Culture Series,
which brings Kentucky artists
to Murray State.
''The reading series is a celebration of literature and the
literary arts," Squire Babcock,
assistant professor of English,
said.
Offutt has won many awards
for his writings, including a
National Endowment for the
Arts, a Whiting Award and a
Guggenheim
Fellowship.
Offutt now teaches writing at
Morehead State University.
"Offutt is a writer of nation·
a1 reputation," Babcock said,
"The Murray State Reading
Series is an annual series that
brings nation ally known
authors to campus to read and
talk about their works.
"He has traveled a ll over the
country and now writes about
those travels," Babcock said.
Admission to the readings in
the series is free. A reception
and book signing followed
Offutt's reading.
His books can be purchased
in the University Store.

CollegeLije
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Security guards Cope with job
BY jULIE WOLFE
STAff WRITH

There is a force to be reckoned with on Murray State's
cumpus. Anyone who has tried
to get into the residential colleges after hours knows this.
This force is the residential college security guards; no one
gets by without showing an ID.
These students start work at
midnight each night and work
in either four-or-eight hour
shifts until eight in the morning. '~)ley check IDs and do
round~ of the buildings. They
deal with noise complaints
from residents, they check
halls and stairways to make
sure they are clear and they
check all exit' lights to make
sure they are lit. The security
guards are also in charge of
calling Public Safety in case of
emergency.
. There are many reasons why
students decide to work as
security guards.
"First, you can get more
hours than you can with most
University jobs, and you can
get them in a shorter amount of
time because you can work in
four-and-eight hour shifts,"
Trent Litchfield, student super-

visor of residential college security guards, said. "The jobs
attract a lot of students
because they can study while
they work."
"It gives me time to do my
homework," Jenny Miller,
junior from Louisville, said.
"I'm up at night anyway. 1
might as well get paid for it."
Most students understand
the need to show IDs and sign
in, but the guards say they do
sometimes get people who complain about the inconvenience.
"Some people appreciate the
fact that they're safer, but some
students resent the trouble of
pulling out their ID cards,"
Miller said. "People also get
frustrated because they often
don't have to sign into the residential colleges during the day
because the desk workers and
the RAs recognize them."
Some students cannot handle
the hours the residential college security guards work. The
security guards have to balance
working late into the night and
going to class during the day.
Some of the guards try to avoid
morning classes and sleep
through the morning hours.
"I sleep mostly during the
day," Shelly Cheirs, sophomore

'

Program teaches
leadership skills

Michael Ward/ The News

Secu rfty guard Brien Clark, junior from Hurra); asks a visitor to
sign In at the front desk at Regents College.

from Hickman, said. "I don't
have class until around 3 p.m.,
and I don't work every day.
They are also really good about
working around your schedule."
"I usually work eight-hour
shifts," Marcie Mendenhall,
junior from South Fulton,
Tenn., said. "You get used to it,
and once you get used to it, it's
easier to study during that
time. It is the easiest job in the
world."
People come into the buildings at all hours, but the
guards say they see the most

traffic until about 2 a.m. All of
the guards say the hardest
time is around 6 a.m.
"The worst is when you see
them deliver the paper in the
morning, and you're still working from the nigh t before,"
Mendenhall said.
"Schedules are very flexible,"
Litchfield said...We have people who work four hours a week
and we have people who work
40 hours a week."
Housing is now hiring residential college security guards
for this semester. Applications
are in the Housing office.

Class credit offered for chess class
Bv TARA

SHELBY

STArF Wrur~R

Did you know that you can receive class
credit simply by playing a game? Well, you
can by taking a course on the fundamentals of chess.
The class, which is normally offered only
one semester, will be offered both semesters this year. It is on Wednesday nights
from 6 30 to 9. The course instructor,
Wayne Bell, a math and statistics professor, s.-'l.id students join the class because
chess is a challenging game.
While students learn the technical
aspects and general strategies ofthe game,

Twenty-five students were
chosen to participate by Flynn
and her assistant, John
Leadership MSU is a new EdwardR. They now lead scsprogram that began this year sions for the group every two
to assist students in develop- weeks.
ing their leadership skills
Kari Thompson, sophomore
while in college.
.
from St. Louis, said she enjoys
This program was designed the activities provided by
to help students learn about Leadership MSU.
their communities, Sandra
"Through the activitit•!'l I'm
Flynn, project director, said.
getting a better sense of
As a superintendent and myself," Thompson said. "I'm
high school principal, Flynn learning my leadership qualihas had 35 to 40 years of lead- ties."
ership training. She is now a
Leander Peters, sophomore
professor of graduate stu- from Radcliff, describes the
dents, and through working program as being a leadership
with them, she has found training program.
leadership skills to be impor"It teaches us how to lead,
tant because they expose stu- and also the theories behind
dents to a broader community. it," Peters said. "ft's opened
"We know that 85 percent of my eyes more to people's
people from western Kentucky issues."
will stay here." Flynn said.
Activities the group has par''They will be our leaders for ticipated in so far include takthe next 20 to 50 years."
ing the Myers-Briggs Type
The in itial application · Indicator test, writing a perprocess started last spring. sonal mission statement and
Second semester freshmen d01ng a group resume. After
were asked to fill out an appli- each activity the students fill
cation form that asked them out an evaluation sheet so the
about their past leadership success of the program can he
positions, current goals and determined.
future plans.
Although the program is
u.we tried to decide the best scheduled to end for the curway of selecting students and rent students in May, the stuwe thought it was advanta- dents have indicated they
geous to start as early as pos- would like it to be expanded
and still participate next year,
sible," Flynn said.
Flynn said although fresh- Flynn said. A new group of
men have been chosen for the freshmen will also be brought
program, she has hopes of in to start in next year's proextending the program in the
future.
gram.
Grade-point average is not a
Future plans for the proconsideration in the selection gram also include expansion
into the high schools, Flynn
process.
"We know that a lot of times said. She feels college stuleaders may not be straight A dents who have participated
students, and straight A stu- in Leadership MSU would
dents may not be leaders," she make good leaders in the high
school programs.
said.

Bv TARA

SHELBY

STAff WttiTEI

they will also learn many pr actical ideas,
Belt said.
"They learn to consider the whole situation," he said. "They have to imagine how
things look from the other person's point of
view and plan ahead."
Bell said students also discover they
should not get depressed if they get behind
because they can always catch up.
For students who are really serious
about the game, there is nlso a chess club.
While the class has only been offered for
approximately five years, the club is now
in its 20th year. There are 10 members in
the club.
Th1s Saturday, a tournament will he held
by the chess club in the Curris Center

Large Ballroom. It is open to people of all
ages.
Next semester, the club will sponsor a
scholastic tournament for children in
kindergarten through the 12th grade. The
club also has hopes of participating in the
state championship this year, Bell said.
One student who plans to compete in the
tournament Saturday, Igor Budnik, says
he has enjoyed the game since childhood,
but has not been able to play much in the
past six years.
"I want to get ns good as I used to be,"
Budnik Raid.
Anyone is welcome to the chess club
activities, Bell said. "It's a lifetime sport,
and we have players at all levels."

f3 *Jt1l:

Is Japan in your future?
It could be

Introduction to Japanese Culture
(Taught in English)
Instructor: Yoko Hatakeyama
1340 JPN 105-01 Introduction to Japanese Culture
9:30-10:45 T TH
1341 JPN 105-02 Introduction to Japanese Culture
11:00-12:15 T TH
Call at 762-3419 or e-mail to
<yoko.hatakeyama@murraystate.edu>
with anv auestions.

In 19 18, on the eleventh hour of the eleventh day in the
eleventh month, the world rejoiced and celebrated. After
four years of bitter ww, an armistice was signed. This day
was proclaimed ~nnistice Day and it was hoped that this
would be the ''War to end all Wars," but it wasn't. Thirty-six
years and two wars later, President Eisenhower signed a bill
proclaiming November 11th as Veteran's Day, to honor all of
those who have served America.

Thank You for. Everything...
They were called to serve,
~tever asked why.
-.~~~..-urreedom
lies

Music Video Bingo
This is our Second Year.

Nov. 10 at the
Curris Center Loun!te.
Win FREE COs. TaPes
and T-shirts •••
From 11 a.m. · 1 P.m.

Next Wednesda~~~ 11 is Veteran's Da~:
Honor thy soldiers v~ent, and futUre!
Office of Veteran's ~airs
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Alanis, put on some clothes
MusicReuieto
Kyle Shadoan
Alanis Morissette Supposed Former

Infatuation junkie
Supposed Former Infatuation Junkie is her new
album and her name is
Alanis Morissette. After
reaping the benefits of her
debut album, Jagged Little
Pill, and touring to promote it, she has returned
to the studio and recorded
this new album. The first
thing that is noticeable is
her music seems to have
gone under a slight transformation.
I'm sure we have all at
least heard or seen the
video for "Thank U ," the
first single from her new
album, and probably have
had it stuck in our heads
more than we desire. I
have found myself many
times standing in art class,
hearing that song. For the
rest of the day I find myself
going into convulsions (not
really) and wanting to
bang my head against
something because the
song was running through
it over and over. The rest of
the album proceeds in the
same manner, each one
equally annoying.
The difference between
Supposed Former Infatuation Junkie and Jagged

way Morissette will be able
to revive her career.
She also appears naked
on the CD.Who wants to
see her naked, anyway? I
sure don't.
"'Thank tr' is one of those
singles that you get stuck
in your head. It causes you
to go out and buy the whole
CD. It's also a song you
either hate or love. You can
probably guess what I
think of it.
I think we would all
thank her if she just shut
her mouth and went off in
the woods with the few
M;~•vPrllrK Records
million dollars she has
Alanis continues to alter her Image to please the masses. earned and yodeled to the
Little Pill, which I actually make for a better album. animals.
like, is that Morissette She may be maturing and
seems to have lost the emo- getting over her teenage Supposed Former
tion and hard rock sound of angst, but that still does Infatuation junkie • 0+
several tracks on her debut not help her voice when the
album. I think one reason music for every song is
the old songs are more tol- very similar.
Top 5 COs of the
Each song has a techerable is because the loud
~
guitar drowns out her no/beat sound to it with, of
whiny voice so it is not as course, guitar. The guitar 1. Alanis Morissette is not as prominent as SupgoSiid Former Infatuadistracting.
Another thing that is before, which allows her tion' Junkie '.
. Rob Zombie - Hellb/1/y\
better on her first album is voice to penetrate through.
,~
there is a musical variety. Her new and more laid Delux
, Jenny Lang ] Wande
~
There are several songs back attitude may be a
that are acoustic and incor- result of her growth as an this World \..:... )
-tREM-Up
porate the harmonica, and artist, but her style is still
5.\Total- Kima, Keisha /
then there are others that poor.
•
·
/ /
Jagged
Little
Pill and Pt!f!l
are harder and more
appears to be a one-time
aggressive.
Top Country CD
On the first album, the achievement. I know it is Billy Ray Cyrus - Shot Full
lyrics are all relatively the not healthy to continue of Love
same, whereas they seem those dangerous, psychotto have progressed now. ic, high school emotions, Source: Terrapin Station
This doesn't necessarily but that looks like the only
John Simanowllz/The News

Week.Abeatl
Friday, Nov. 6
•Transfer day - Open house for community college students, will include representatives from admissions, financial
aid, scholarship office, academic departments and student organizations. Curris
Center Ballroom, free admission, 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. Phone 762-2896 for more information.
·
•Art auction - Student, alumni and faculty artwork to be auctioned during the
5th annual MSU holiday art auction.
Eagle Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts Center. Preview reception will begin a~ 6
p.m .• auction at 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 7
:American Heart Walk - Regional Special Events Center, 9 a.m. Phone 7623029 for more information.
eGRE testing - Business Building,
Room 303, 7:45 a.m. Phone 762-6851
for more Information.

Sunday, Nov. 8
•Bible study- MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Sunday school - Chi Alpha, Hart
lobby, 10 a.m.
•Recital - Guest artist Greg Partain,
piano. Performing Arts Hall, Doyle Fine
Arts Building, 2 p.m.

Monday, Nov. 9
•Music swap - Sponsored by the Emerald Knights organization, Hart coffee
house, 5 to 9 p.m.
•Bible study - Chi Alpha, Hart lobby, 9
p.m.

Tuesday, Nov. 10
•Red Pin bowling - Curris Center Game
Room, 6 to 9 p.m.
•Bible study - Newman House, 5 p.m.
•Nursing home ministry -chi Alpha
house, 6:15p.m.

Hair Studio

Judidal Baanl

753-3688

Meeting at 4:30 p.m. on
Thursday l\lov. 1~
lrd floor Curri1 Center
Jennl!!i!il!l! Rm.

Monday- Friday 8 a.m.- 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.- 5 p.m.

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass

{O~PO~

I
I
I
I

I
I

Walk-ins welcome

•

Only $5.99

Expiration date is 11-24-98

Thursday, Nov. 12
-Lecture - "The African Influence," by
Keith Cartwright. Curris Center Ohio
Room, 6 to 8 p.m.
,
•Prayer meeting - Chi Alpha, Currls
Center Sofa Lounge, 7:15a.m.
•Junior recital - Sarah Vaughan, piano.
Performing Arts Hall, Doyle Fine Arts
Building, 8 p.m.
•Senior Citizens Appreciation Day Senior citizens age 55 and up will
receive free admission to the National
Scouting Museum. Phone 762-3383 to
arrange a tour or for more information.
•Study abroad - Kansai Gaidai,
exchange program to Japan. Eligible tor
business, political science, history, philosophy and fine arts majors. Information
meeting at Woods Hall Room 169, 7 p.m.

{O~PO~

{O~PO~

{O~PO~

Mrs. Ann

Tells Past, Present f, Future
$5 off with MSU ID
* I give advice on Business, Marriage, and Love Affairs.
* Bring Your Problems to Me--l will Help Solve
Them No Matter What Your Problem May Be
For Ap~ointments

Mrs. Ann
208 S. 12th Street
Murray, KY 42071

Call
767-0508
10 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Daily & Sunday

{O~PO~

{O~PO~

{O~PO~

Sunset Boulevard Music

Pick it up or have it delivered •

Large 1 Topping Pizza

Wednesday, Nov. 11
•Worship - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Free meal - Open to all University students, Newman House, 5 p.m.
•Bible study - Chi Alpha. Third floor
Curris Center Theater, 7 p.m.
•Book sale - English Student Organization. First floor Faculty Hall, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.

Reader & Advisor
A true born Psychic:

{O~PO~

Check out this special!

•VIdeo bingo -Curris Center, 10 a.m. to
2p.m.
•Senior recital -Chris Hayden, trumpet,
assisted by Stephen Keene, voice, and
Marie Taylor, accompanist. Performing
Arts Hall, Doyle Fine Arts Building, 8
p.m.
•Book sale - English Student Organization. First floor Faculty Hall, 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.
•Hlp Hop movie marathon - Sponsored
by the Emerald Knights. Curris Center
Theater, free admission, 8 a.m. to 2 p.m.
•Lecture -"The Graffiti Art Movement,"
by Peggy Schrock. Curris Center, Ohio
Room, 7 to 9 p.m.

1 oo

#7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.
Just 1 block from MSU Dorms! !I
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
753-0113

orr

si!oo

Any Ca••et:t:e Tapet
CladOQ'
Your ~/LPI'E.

~~~

orr

Any Compact: Dl•ct

Expires 11-20
Car Stereo Specialist- Custom Installation

Chestnut St. 753-6656

MSU Food Service
is proud to announce

Available Tuesday,
Nov. 10, 1998:

S~<=><=>T~IES

at its Freshens location in the
Curris Center 2nd floor.

THE

Ho·R.sE

WHISPERER
.a
-cr.ar
w.tnm
!llOil.U t\'AI6

10TH .lll!AID

CTIIOICIIIIINIII'IctiiN&

Q.~ltlt Rent Two
~f New Arrivals

NEWS FLASH!
19 Different Flavors to Select From
15 Flavors are Health Based
21 oz SMOOTHIES Range From:
$2.79- $2.99

ONLY $3
Monday thru Thursday
Mcttuli'es Sarurday culd Sru~tliry only!
Monday-Thursday Nights
.·pay only $J ll'ilh MSU /.1).

\

1
I
I
I

1
I
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SportsB1·ief~
Men's basketball
in action Monday
The Murray State men's
basketball team will play its
last exhibition game of the
year Nov. 9 when the Racers host the team for
Worldwide Sports in a
game at the Regional Special Events Center. Tip-off
for the game is at 7:30 p.m.

Racers hire two
assistant coaches
First year Men's Basketball Head Coach Tevester
Anderson has added some
experience to his coaching
staff.
Bill
Hodges,
who
coached Larry Bird and
Indiana State to the 1979
NCAA tide game, is a former coach of the year.
Jim Hatfield comes to
MSU after stints at Kentucky, Mississippi State and
Southwest
· Louisiana
among others.
They
join
Chris
Woolard, the sole remainder from Mark Gottfried's
staff, who will remain the
' graduate assistant.

Racers in top I 0
in 1-AA polls
The Racers win over
Tennessee Tech allowed
.them to move up to ninth
place in this week's
ESPN/USA Today Division
1-AA Poll.
Also, the Racers have
climbed up to the I Oth
spot in the Sports Network's Poll as well.

orts
Exorcising demons
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

Last week's Halloween matinee against Tennessee Tech
gave the Racers a chance to
chase away some ghosts of the
past.
Tech's arrival in Murray
brought to the forefront a little
bit of unfinished business, for
the game against tech was the
only loss from last season the
Racers had not avenged. After
beating Western Kentucky,
Eastern Kentucky and Southern Illinois already this year,
the visiting Golden Eagles
were the only obstacle left.
"This may not be all that
important to you guys, but it is
important to me," Racer Head
Coach Denver Johnson said.
"That was one thing I wanted
to do this year was defeat the
teams that we lost to last year."
The Racers completed Johnson's mission with a 23-3 victory over TTU. Aside from accomplishing a short term goal, the
win also put MSU in a threeway tie for the conference lead.
Many surprise stars came
out of the woodwork to help
MSU claim its second straight
conference victory. Freshman
cornerback Jacquis McDuffie
from New Market, Ala., contributed to the Racer defense
as he scored his first touch-

down as a Racer. McDuffie
recovered the ball and ran it in
for the Racers' first touchdown
of the game after Tim Linville
blocked a punt.
"The ball just bounced into
my hands," McDuffie said. "I
heard Tim (Linville) yell
'Block!', and like Coach Johnson taught us, I started looking
for the ball and there it was."
Backup quarterback Dan
Loyd got to see significant
action after Justin Fuente reinjured his thumb in the third
quarter.
"Justin injured his thumb
against Eastern Kentucky,"
Johnson said. "In this game he
reinjured it, and to Dan's credit, he stepped up and performed when we needed him. It
was because of that fact we
decided to keep him in for the
rest of the game."
The injury was superficial
and Fuente is listed as probaDanny Vowell/ rhe News
ble for this weekend's contest.
Racer quarterback Justin Fuente prepares to launch one of his 23 passes In Murray State's 13-3 vicThe game itself showcased a
solid defensive performance tory over Tennessee Tech. Fuente completed I I passes for a total of 86 yards In his three quarwith the Racers garnering four ters of play, before relnJuring his thumb.
turnovers, two of which were era, who currently stand at 4-1 stand well.·
a way he would like to see the
interceptions by Chauncey in the OVC, along with Eastern
"We are now at the point rest of the year go.
McGee, senior cornerback from Illinois, their opponent this where we have to just concen"I'd like to go to Eastern and
Atlanta, and Steve Williams, weekend, and Tennessee State, trate on our own perfonnance
win
there to come back home
junior defensive tackle from who they host in their final and not worry about what
and
set-up a championship
Sapulpa, Okla., and two recov- home game on Nov. 14.
other teams do," Fuente said.
game
here two weeks from
ered fumbles as well.
The magnitude of the next "This game against Eastern
now against Tennessee State,"
The next two games are two contests is something both Illinois will be a tough one."
important contests for the Rae- Fuente and Johnson underJohnson agrees, but also has Johnson said.

Racers in hot OVC race

Flight 31

Brian Palmer

San Francisco sets
new NFL records ·
In last weekend's contest
between Green Bay and
San Francisco, two NFL
records fell.
Steve Young and Jerry
Rice connected on their
80th TO pass, becoming
the most prolific QB/WR
combo in the league.
Also, Young ran for his
41st rushing TO, surpassing Jack Kemp's career
rushing touchdown mark
for quarterbacks.
Source: USA Today

played exceptionally well
against Tech."
The Racers travel to
The race for the Ohio Valley Charleston, ill., to face EIU
Conference football crown has Saturday in what will be the
entered the home stretch, and first of two games to determine
three teams are looking to the OVC champion. If MSU
bring the prize home.
beats Eastern illinois and TenAfter Murray State's victory nessee State can knock ofT Tenover Tennessee Tech and Ten- nessee Tech, that would set up
nessee State's comeback win an OVC championship game
over the Eastern Illinois Pan- between MSU and Tennessee
thers last weekend, there is State at Roy Stewart Stadium
now a tie for first place in the next weekend.
ovc.
Recent history favors the
MSU, EIU and Tennessee · Racers in this match-up. MSU
State all have just one Joss in has won the last three meetconference play, setting up a ings between the two teams,
two-week stretch to determine including a 24-17 victory last
the OVC.champion.
year in Murray. EIU does have
MSU Head Coach Denver a 4-2 record against the Racers
Johnson points to the defense, in Charleston, but both MSU
now ranked second in the OVC wins have come inthe Racers'
after struggling at the begin- last two trips there in 1994 and
ning of the season, as the key 1996.
to the Racers' success against
The Racers are trying to
Eastern Kentucky and Ten- fight the injury bug, but they
nessee Tech.
do have some bumps and
"We have had a lot of bruises. Quarterback Jus tin
improvement defensively in Fuente reinjured his thumb
techniques and schemes in after it hit a helmet in the secrecent weeks," Johnson said. ond half of last week's game
"Last week was one of their and is listed as probable. Other
better games. Our secondary Racers listed as probable
BY JASON BILLINGSLEY

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Sportfigbt

Fas~fact

November 6, I 998

Racers defeat of Tech avenges last year's losses ·

Briefs compiled by Eddie
'
Grant,' sports
editor.

Brian Palmer is in the
Racer Sportlight this week.
sophomore
Palmer,
member of the MSU cross
country squad from Benton, qualified for the
NCAA Southeast Regionals to be held Nov. 14 in
Winston-Salem, N. C.
Palmer
accomplished
this feat by finishing seventh in the Ohio Valley
Conference
Championships held last week
in
I
Cookeville, Tenn.
The runners who finished in the top I 0 qualified for the NCAA meet.

The Murray State News

Forward Isaac Spencer goes up for a layup in the
Racers' first exhibition game of the year against
VASDA Sports. The Racers won the game 92-8-4.

despite minor injuries are cornerbacks Chris Sutton and Rob
Thompson, defensive tackle
Jarrod Webb and linebacker
Jai Williams.
After Fuente's injury, backup quarterback Dan Loyd took
the helm for the Racers. Loyd
kept the Racers moving the
ball offensively, relieving some
of the pressure from the
defense. Johnson s aid he is
glad to have two great quarterbacks on his team.
"We're blessed to have lwo
starting caliber quarterbacks
on our roster," Johnson said.
"Loyd came in and produced
like he's supposed to do. It
helped the coaching staff and
Loyd reinforce confidence in
himself."
"Our goals right now are like
a 4x100 relay race," Johnson
said. "The first leg of the race
was to get to the open date
with a chance at the OVC
crown, and the other three legs
of the race are Tech, EIU and
Tennessee State."
Kickoff for Saturday's game
is set for 1:30 p.m. at O'Brien
Stadium in Charleston, ru.

Retired athletes competing in different arena
Tuesday was Election Day
throughout our glorious country. Many political offices were
on the ballots across the nation.
What you may not have known
is that many former athletes
were on ballots everywhere.
Athletes competing in the
political arena Tuesday included a Hall of Fame pitcher, an
Olympic runner, a soon-to-be
Hall of Fame _wide receiver and
a former professional wrestler,
just to name a few.
The only political race that
featured two former athletes
against each other took place
right here in the Bluegrass
State. It was the battle for one
of Kentucky's U.S. Senate seats
between Jim Bunning and
Scotty Baesler. Bunning would
go on to win the contest by a
narrow margin
Bunning is a former bigleague pitcher from Southgate
who was elected to baseball's

endorsement from University
of Louisville head coach Denny
Crum.
After the endorsements came
in, the fireworks about their
athletic pasts began.
)ASON
Bunning attacked Baesler by
BILLINGSLEY
saying Baesler was supposedly
not liked by his Wildcat teammates, while Baesler struck
Hall of Fame in 1996, after back by exposing a letter Bunthrowing two no-hitters, one of ning supposedly wrote to UK
which was a perfect game, in attacking its support of
Baesler, and stating he would
his 17-year career.
Baesler. former mayor of Lex- never be a fan of or watch Wildington, played basketball under cat basketball again.
legendary UK coach Adolph
One of the biggest surprises
Rupp, and was team captain in this year's elections is the
while playing at UK.
race for governor of Minnesota.
Baesler was the first candi- Democrat Attorney General
date to use his sports back- Hubert H. Humphrey III and
ground in his campaign, get- Republican St. Paul Mayor
ting an endorsement from for- Nonn Coleman ran unsuccessmer UK BasketballHead Coach fully against Refonn Party canand current Boston Celtic Head didate Jesse "The Body" VentuCoach Rick Pitino. Bunning ra. Ventura won the election
responded by getting an with 37 percent of the vote,

Sports
Talk?

while Humphrey and Coleman back from Oklahoma and Jim
each got 31 percent of the vote. Ryun, a former Olympic mile
Ventura, a former profession- runner. All three won easily
al wrestler, had been serving as over their Democrat opponents.
mayor of Brooklyn Park, Minn.
What do all of these profesMany
political
analysts sional athletes running for
thought of his campaign as a office mean? It means that anyjoke, but Ventura surprised one famous and in the public
everyone with the amount of eye can run for political office.
support he got.
The number of athletes curVentura participated in a rently in office gives hope for
televised debate with the two current athletes who may want
other main candidates last to run after they retire. Charles
week, and his perfonnance in Barkley has expressed interest
the debate gave him more cred- in running for governor of Misibility among the average vot- sissippi after he retires. Other
ers who knew nothing about profesRional wrestlers who
Ventura's wrestling past. Ven· have an interest in politics
tura also wen an online election could look at Ventura's Huccess
conducted last week.
as an example.
I would rather see an athlete
Three other races Tuesday
had U.S. Representatives in office than some career
defending their seats. These politician. I trust athletes
reps were Steve Largent, a for- more.
mer All-Pro wide receiver for Jason Billingsley is the. assis·
the Seattle Seahawks, J .C. tant sports editor for The MurWatts, a former option quarter- ray State News.

Sports
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NCAA to evaluate athletics
STAFF REPORT

health, physical education and recreation.

The Murray State athletic department will undergo NCAA certification next week.
From Nov. 8 to 11, a certification
team from the NCAA will be on campus to assess the University's athletic program.
There bas been broad-based University participation in this process
from faculty, staff, community members and alumni. Co-chairwomen of
the steering committee are Board of
Regents Vice Chairwoman Beverly
Ford and Judy Brookhiser, chair of

The members of the team conducting the assessment include a faculty
member, a university president, an
athletic director and an assistant
athletic director from different universities across the country.
According to Brookhiser, the evaluation presents a chance for the athletic department to take a better look
at itself.
"This is an opportunity to take a
comprehensive look at the athletic
department that will result in continuing enhancement for our pro-

Pro Predictions
Yickett

grams," Brookhiser said.

PHILADELPHIA vs Detroit
JACKSONVILLE vs Cincinnati
NEW ENGLAND vs Atlanta
MIAMI vs Indianapolis
MINNESOTA vs New Orleans
DALLAS vs N Y Giants
BALTIMORE vs Oakland
CHICAGO vs St. Louis
SAN FRANCISCO vs Carolina
ARIZONA vs Washington
N Y JETS vs Buffalo
SEATTLE vs Kansas City
DENVER vs San Diego
TAMPA BAY vs Tennessee
PITTSBURGH vs Green Bay
•Home teams capitalized
Records thus far
Last week

"This is very similar to many other
accreditation that many academic
departments across campus undergo periodically." The athletic department will be evaluated in four main
areas: academic integrity, governance and compliance, fiscal integrity and commitment to equity.
A written report was submitted to
the University this past August. The
report can be viewed on the Murray
State website by clicking on the
NCAA icon at the bottom of the main
page. The Web address is www.mur-

raystate.edu.

Eddie Grant

Jason Billingsley

Detroit 6
Philadelphia 3
Detroit 7
Jacksonville 10
Jacksonville 6
Jacksonville 10
Atlanta 3
Atlanta 7
New England 3
Miami7
Miami 3
Miami 9
Minnesota 17
Minnesota 10
Minnesota 14
Dallas 18
. Dallas 13
Pallas 14
Oakland 1
Baltimore 7
Oakland 7
Chicago 7
Chicago 7
Chicago 11
San Francisco 11 San Francisco 10 San Francisco 14
Arizona 12
Arizona 3
Arizona 7
NY Jets 3
NY Jets 7
Buffalo 6
Seattle 2
Seattle 7
Seattle 3
Denv~r 24
Denver21
Denver27
Tampa Bay 10
Tennessee 7
Tampa Bay 6
Green Bay 4
Pittsburgh 3
Green Bay 7
*Picks and margin of victory
79-41
70-50
73-47
9-5
6-8
7-7

LEAGUE STANDINGS THROUGH WEEK 9

Cross country finishes fall season
as Palmer qualifies for regionals
STAFF REPORT
Over the weekend, the Murray
State cross country teams competed
in tlieir final meet of this semester,
the Ohio Valley Conference Championships in Cookeville, Tenn.
The Racers' coaches had high
hopes for their squads going in,
based on an earlier performance on
the same course.
The men's team, led by OVC

AFC

NFC

CENTRAL

EAST
BUFFAL0 5-3
MIAMI 5-3
NEW ENGLAND 5-3
NY JETS 5-3
INDIANAPOUS 1-7

standout Brian Palmer, finished with an average of 20:33.88 per runthird out of 10 teams. Palmer com- ner. Eastern Kentucky won the
pleted the 8,000 meter course in meet, posting a time of 1:35:11 and
26:47.87, good enough for seventh an average time of 19:02.31 per runplace and a chance to compete in the ner.
NCAA Southeast Regionals next
The women's squad was led by
weekend in Greenville, S.C.
Lindsey Newlin, freshman from
On the women's side, a second Georgetown, TIL, who posted a time
place finish from Tennessee State of 19:64.76, good enough for 16th
pushed MSU into fifth place in the place in a 77·runner field.
meet. As a team, Murray finished • The MSU indoor track season will
the 5,000 meter course in 1:42:49, begin next semester.

EAST

JACKSONVIli.E 6-2
PITTSBURGH 5-3
TENNESSEE 4-4
CINCINNATI 2-6
BALTIMORE 2-6

CENTRAL

DALLAS 5-3
ARIZONA4-4
NY GIANTS 3·5
PHILADELPHIA 1-7
WASHINGTON 1·7

WEST

MINNESOTA 7·1
GREEN BAY 6-2
TAMPA BAY 4-4
CHICAGO 3·5
DETROIT 2-6

WEST

DENVER S-o
OAKLAND&-2
KANSAS CITY 4-4

ATLANTA 6·2
SAN FRANCISCO 6·2
NEW ORLEANS 4-4
ST. LOUIS 2-6
CAROLINA 1-7

SEATTLE4-4
SAN DIEGO 3-5

John Simanowitz/The News

Classifieds
PERSONAlS

NOT I CES

-Gamma l!ta'o you did weat thL• seme,,<er'
You'll soon know who your SI'Crel p!ll b!
We had fun this semester. Thanks and •
your secret pah
J.T , ConS~r,us on the internship! I'm golng
to miS!I you! Take care, good luck. ~nd
God hlc:ss! Love, Y I..S •
ConjV3(Ulaoons 10 jenny Mart~n tor belfllt
iMiated imo OAK. • OJ:

live:! One-On-One! Call Now! 1-900·.329·
O!i59 llxt 2853 $399 per minute. Must be

Thanks ~'8lna Chi's for a fun rnixeT. Wr:
h.ld a hla6tl • the siMers of Af.ll .
Con,l\mWh•tiOJl.~ ~1ag Football ~earn' We're
proud oC you! • your sl.o;rers in AfA
H~y H(}()( hlc Mama. don't l.m:ak ,, rooth
oo that ~>Ck candy from Halloween
Sif,>ma PI's 11l:tnf<.,; for an
f~o;U • Lhe ~l'>l<:ts of AfA

.tWe;(>nl<:

Congrnrulallol'l.'l to the Wornt:n's Rugby
team on a good ....asoo! • Mn

lOb wul1

Pae· fn-

The-fa<:e. • . your ~i:;ten; In Mn
Congmndation.~

he111g selected
SISters In AA!l

$1.00 STORESJ · $1·$10 .sum:sl l3e

to Beth Brockway o n
Love, your

sift mart chair

we. .,J J50Hl0003.

HO~IEOWNERS!

- Debt wnsolid1tlon1
B<lrrow $25,()00..SI00,000. Too many bllls?
liome
Improvements.
Apply
hy
phone/24-bour approval No equity
req~ired. Plnunum Capatal: 800-523·
5363/opo!n 7 days. www.platlnumcapl-

fot Christmas! Colllplete from S44,900.
!i1XH'I!9· 2:<)JS.
<-mw.-.lr, lingerie, bnJ.1I, gaft or $1.0(1
'<to~. fndudes ln\'t'nlory, lixturb, buying .
tnp, tr:tlning. Min•mLIIO lnvestntcnt
~ 11!,900. Call Liherl}' OppPnuoltle<. 501·
3.!7·1l031.
"CASH" rmm<.:dlate'ss t()( ,;~nK'ttln!d ,...,,.
tlements Utd dcfem:d in~urance dul.m
J G Wentworth i:WI-2;1 -5375.
'\IC'HEN '!liE BANK SAYS "~0' · C:ill u.,,
Con.'iOifdatc tlt'bl,, 1~ & 125% lo-.li!Jl,
purchase and rd'lnance, nuned down
elsewhere? Little or no equiry, lo:an.., for all
credit. Midwest National Mong:~~ B:lnt,
Inc. Call to ll free, ll88-S18-8301i. liUD Uc

:>1..0'1' MACHINES • Jukc:bOx'sl Exc<"Hcnt
C)11i.,tmJ.' MilL,, I 'ntque. Over 'iOO to
dliMINC f!'llm. ,o.., luw ;1.' $350 e:tch. Free
C"Jtalog. AHS-442-7568. Sit~ Factory Outlet.

HELP WANTED

tal.com
NO OOWNPAYMEN'T? Problem cretlli?
0\\n tl1c hom<' you n~-ed now, without '01
bi,R d<>wnpayment . Complde fon:on<:ltlg If

quulified

l.)c,G~'Ofh'\'

Homt:

Allian~-c

AOO·

-~3-2H84 .

FOR

SALE

~•!)t!O

OWN YOlll OWf\0 • Appmd, ,, hoe, west-

flail

Hoppy Birthday Bobhy Kk k! Nov 7 •
IL-eAnn & Julie
Get your ('upy of the SGA So<ltce tcxby,

Kathleen. yt>U did 3 gi'C'.U

ltl ye;mr, St:rv·U (619) ~5-l:l434

ConsJdering abotdol\1 0111 Ufdloose.
7S;HI700
Oon't forgt:t-Scheduling st:aru. next w.:ekt
Be sure to ,i.,it your adviser bt.-fore ~u
S<.hetlulcl
19')') Summ,.,. ' 0" Applkauons arc out!
For more mfo pleN:' au.,nd a g<a1eml
Information mt:<!ttng, 1\Je;day. Nov, 10,.
Currks \.enter TI1e:ttt:r, 4:30-5:~ p.m.

..72iUOOW005, tiUD

1983

Yamaha 750 M:ncum $2,000.
frame, ldJ'II slii:.' '$50. U>mpaq
Pre~o 4770 2.33 MHz l'cnUum I\.1MX !6J(
CD I!OM •1.11 W8 33.6 bXJ modem c·olor
pnmcr plus mL'>C. 75~
WafL'rbed

I'C for Sale!!! Monitor and modem includetl 32 Tllef!.' of memory, $500 C.11l 7'>.3-

6956 a.'k tor Todd

WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at humc.
l~uy

direct and •avd Commt:rciaVh<>ITK'
unit9 from S 199. l.ow montltly payn1enL'
Free color catalog Call today 8()()..842·
UIO.
Pioneer 2'\ Disk Changer Home ~tereu y<.".tr old, harr.lly u.-.edl $1 SO Call

o nly one
753-6956

Auention : Mothtrs an~ Othc:rs··Need
$500/$6000
P!r·fff
Free
Help!
lnfo./Bcxlkh:t. Call Hl00·283-8402
($10+/lir.l Photogrnph<'r want.;:d, no
eKpcrietK'e required, 'lllill eqwp. & tr.lln.
Must have own tmnsportuion, and deancut nt"Jt appe;~t:U1Ce. Call l..S00..%7-4686
a.'k for Sh:.tne.
The Murt"JY St:uc New~> n~ volume~"'
for photOgraphy, ~poru. writ~r:., ~n<J
advettbing. Volunle.:t po.'fllon~ will he
jll\l'll ftN ronsklcJatil~l l"r l""d p<lC<itJuns.
DHI\'lillb, OTN · Make a n1o•c an tht: ri,Rht
dlrectJon! Oryhox or t·l:nbcd Hn- mCllit
weekend'' Top pay, 9!'~' rl<HOI.ldl. yc-.tr·
round ride..s. "-"'~igm.'d tmctor.;, 401 K rcn·
,;on, li.~l bcndi~'· vptkal, dL·n~tl. pre...:npllon c;trd. Why "'"!!? ll!')(J..9~2473G~'<.>rgc. 7 days a W<'ck . Cardinal Freight
Ctrrien;, COL-A with Hv.Mat required
EOF..

ORIVI!R COVENANT 'l'RA.'lSPORT $1,000 sign-on bonu., for Exp. Cumpany
clnvt!ns fl00.441-4W4, owru:r opt:r:uo"'·
c:tll HAS-667·3729, Bud ,\!eye• 1ruck UnC!>
Rdriger:ned Hauling, call 10ll r~ ff77-

285'639.3. Solo driVers & cont:r.laors.
REPORTERIJ>ROTQ(;AAPHI!R - Tri·week·
ly new~papcr Journalism degn:e or equlvulcnt ex(X'rience. Send resume and clip;,
to 11!e Ke'ntud<y St:!ndard. P.O. Box 639.
&.rd'-IOWn, li.'Y 40004

DRIVERS AND OWNER-OPERATORS •
Needed with fl:ltbed experien<:e to run the
Southeast. Home weekend~, tennln~l pay,
grl!at ~efit paclca,Re. Qlll Welhorn
Tr.tn'pottii00-828-0452 exL S<X)2.
ADVERTISING \IANAGER • 7,100 patd

cll'l~tttion tleWl>pnper with established
18,000 shopper need~ hiJd! energy, st!lf

motJv-Jted ln<I(Vldual Send resume to The
Oldham Em, P,O Box 5. l.aGmnge, KY
400~1

OIUU!Jt'i! - Ht!!ltlhl'ld l!xptf!Sil nffers..owt·

mg

up to 3/C :1 mile. l.ate-mocl<!l,
a»ign~od conve•ltlorul•. cxcdlent mile,,
Lime home evt.:Jy 7· 10 days In rnn-.t .li'C'L\
;~od morel Expenen~-ed dnvens 87-PRO·
()RIVE. Ow~~er Opcrntors a&k about atl~ a
mile Call 8-PROFIT-PRO EOE.
('a)'

DRNI!RS - New pay pnckagei Te!lll'l~ t.-am
up to +i¢ :1 mile. SolO<> enm up 10 32¢ J
mile. Pay package Includes ;>.~fety &
longev,ty bonu~. 3 month.~ + .school
mm . Experien<:e 80% drop & Hook, no
10uch freight. Assigned convention
fre•ghthncns. lnC'T'l:dthle hcnelllli and mlk'li,
mil<..,, mlb. Cclacl<lo Trud11n11, AOQ.729·

TRAVEL
Spring B~k Trnvl!l was I of 6 small bUJ,I·
ne5S<!S In the US recognized by the Coun·
dl of Better Bll"ness Bureaus for outstanding ethics in the m:u'ketpl1oel spnng·
breaktravel.com 1-A00-678-6386
l!arly Spring Bre:tk :>peci:ll'<l B:th~nm.'
Pall}' Crul~ 6 days $279! lndudel ,\1o..r
Meals! Awesome Aea<·hcs, Nlghthfe!
Flnrlda!
Oepans
from
springbre:~ktmvelt'Om 1-&J0-678-631!6

Early Specaals! Ca.nCun & J:un.~tea! 7 nlghr.s
Air & Hotel frum $3991 Includes Frt:e
Food,
Drinks.
1'-Jtties!
:.pringbreaktrnvdt-om l-B(J().{i78-{)3il6
E:lriV-$petiab! Pan'Jma Cilyl Rom\ with
KJtchen $129! lndude.-. 7 free Pllni<.'l>! Daytona $149! N<:w Hot~por-~utb Reath
$ 129! Cocoa Beach $1491 springbreaktr.w~l~:Onl 1-ll00-(17&631!6

SPRING BJU!AK-PlAN NOW! C:mCun,
J:tmak::l, Mnatlan. & S.P".ldrc. E:lriy bird
S~Vinl!ll until Oct. 3J:.t America's ~~
poces & pac~t,Re.' Ctmpus 1<:1lcs r.:p:<
wanted. Enm fruc trip.' + ca.'h
l.tlOO.~tlRPS
UP .
www.srudenrexprt:l>s.com

Spring Break '99-Sc:ll Tnpo.. l!:lm Ca....,h &
Go Fl\'etl STS is now hiring campwJ reps,

l..m>.'t.'bl rates to Jamau-:~, Me:<1CQ, & Flori·
dn. C.:.tll 1300-64~9 or apply onhne nt
www.~btr.wd \.'Oin

G"-'T MARRTFD • Smc>ky Mountnaru., nn:-J.'
lllt.•.'\1 r,.,.Jutiful <h:lpc:l.'l, oi'\LIIned mlnLo;.
Lers, t•omplo:te amngemc:tnts, honey111<10n/fam•ly cabiM, brcathtaklng vic:M
Weddin,R armngelll<.'nts ll00-893-7274.
v~c:ation l<xlgtnl!. R00-634-5814.
PHYSICIA.\IS GROUP • WJn~~ to buy
imml:(llatdy an unluggcd lt:lct of l:lnd
,uunble for hunting thb full . Prlce mw;t be
rea.o;onable. 'ill2·6A3-0690.

Spring Break '99
South Padre • CanCun
Jamaica • Key West

Panama City
Group Discounts for
6 or more!
Free Meal Plan (SPI only)

800-838-8203
www.leisuretours.com

9770

131(3 APJJLt CAff
Pikes thanks for a
great Halloween mixer

•
Il:L .

Serving Mexican Food
and Deli Sandwiches
from
11 a.m.- 11 p.m.
Bar Hours: 11 a.m. - Midnight
~

~

STATELINE WESTERNWORI15,INC.
=- Pro Rodeo Equipment

F=

=-

~

~

Western Wear, Tack

g_ Nutrena.Feeds

liAZEL
CAUl ION
MURRAY
641

(lor all Livestock and pets)

I=

-"'
~

~.~~
J)~

:;; ~m

F- 1842 State Line Rd. W.
:::::::. Hwy. 893 West
Haze, Ky 42049

.LIGHT

492-6144

lXl

Fearless Freap Nov. 1

~

c: ~
c

~

c:

~

c

~

c:

~

•••••••••••••••••••••••••
FenderVender

PARIS
641

-

LOCATED ON 641 S.
12 miles South of the Racer Inn in Murray
Puryear, TN
901-247-5798
Sor no minors after 9:30 .m.

1-

~!!!!lJ! WANTED:
Jt/'IJ/}111JJJ.JJJ}J.Jg Jw•'YUU.

No~14

Cardlo-Kickboxlng 1s easy to
learn. No complicated choreogra·
phy.
Cafdlo-Klckbotlng Is addictive!
It's a workout you look forward to
each day without bulky, expensive

~a~~·
~~~
.
()~ rX1~\t\

equipment.

Cardto-Klc ;():>xlng worl<sl Muscle
& Fitness magazine rated CardioKickboXIng as the highest calorie·
buming workou1 available 1oday.

Paid Positions Available:
Homecoming/ Curris Center Chair
Publicity/Computer Chair
Senate:
Public Relations/Publications Chair

! $3 off (1l~!~9!lt! !

Deadline Nov. 16 at 4:30p.m.

:used CO's starting as low as

Interviews Nov. 17
Applications available in~ office.

Burning an amazing 800 calones
per hour.

~~~~"

o~e1 \: '

r--------~-------------~-,

Call Today!

Ar

753-8111

: any used purchase of $20 or more :
I

:

$2.99:I

Buy, Sell, & Trade

:

L------~-----------------~

Advanced scheduling begins today.
Don't forget to see your adviser.

1413 Olive Blvd.• Murray
Unleas!J Your Potential

I

\.i

Ne-ws

12
PLEAS

FORUM

Continued from Page I

Continued from Page l

"A fourth floor resident (of
Hester) was the subject of hazing in the early hours of Sept.
18. ... The calls were made
from the residence of some of
these defendants," he said.
Ward said calls were made
from both on and off campus.
Mounce's cousin, Maria
Montgomery, was obviously
angry when asked for her
reaction to the charges.
"There's a railroad running
through here is my reaction,"
she said.
She said Mounce told her all
the defendants were at a party
at the rugby house that night.
Mounce and McDonough, who
are engaged, apparently left
after 1 a.m. When they
'returned, Public Safety was
checking on the prank calls.
"Mike (McDonough) called
the rugby house and told
them, 'Knock it off; you got the
police over here,' " she said.
Ward said prosecutors have
evidence Mounce and McDonough were in Hester College
before the fl.re started. Montgomery said they were getting
ready to go to sleep.
"They're still kids," Montgomery said. "Mike (McDonough) wouldn't be involved in
anything like that. If Mike
heard that, he'd tell them, 'fm
gonna tell on you.' "

Under the top bracket will be four
departments: marketing, student services, information systems and finance.
The marketing department will deal
with marketing contracts and Student
Services will house the call center and
schedule coordination and information
systems. Finance will help with technical policy, online catalog contracts and
Web development.
Connick talked about the Commonwealth Virtual Library, which he called
a ''one-stop shopping center for those in
the state of Kentucky who need information," and the call center. which
would serve as a central base for the

Advertise!
Advertise!
Advertise!

cvu.

Connick said the call center would
help students and faculty.
"The call center staff has two basic

MONEY
Continued from Page 1

endowed chair means there is a
position funded by an endowment that earns interest and
sustains that position through
the interest it earns. The
endowed professorships are
based on the same principle.
The other areas of focu s
include library resources, technology and academic and athletic excellence.
"This could go two ways,"
Reichmuth said. "For a capital
campaign, we could simply try
to get funding to endow X number of positions and not identify
the positions. Or we could get
the money to specifically try to
endow certain chair positions.
"Either way, we are going to
try not to interfere with a person's interest (in the cam-

MSU
Stu(lent Special
QTR.

paign,)" he said. "It will be their
interest which determines
what they want to do with their
contributions."
Reichmuth described the capital campaign as "money to
grow by" at the Faculty Senate
meeting Tuesday afternoon. He
said a capital campaign such as
this sets goals and primarily
concentrates on major gifts
toward the beginning, but
would eventually touch everyone with .interest in Murray
State.
"We (the foundation) were
asked to pay for the cost of the
campaign," Miller said. "The
foundation did not have the
endowment to fund such an
extensive capital campaign. •
Reichmuth said this campaign is comprehensive. This
means if $25 million over the
next fl.ve years is raised, $10

million dollars would be the
actual amount gained for use
by the University. The other
$15 million would be part of the
annual fund or the "money to
live by" of the University.
The $25 million is just a test
figure and can change. Reichmuth said. It will likely not be
less than the projected amount.
The research showed there was
the capacity to raise even more.
But to fund this campaign,
the board of trustees had to
decide where the money would
come from, Reichmuth said.
The foundation elected to
impose a gift processing fee to
help cover the cost of the campaign.
The MSU Foundation handles two types of donations,
restricted and unrestricted.
Miller said all unrestricted
donations to the University can

North Pleasant Grove
cumberland
Presbyterian Church
sunday School ................. 1o a.m.
Morning service ·.............. 11 a.m.

$2.99
cli4 somebody StAY@?

*Youth Activities
*Fellowship Dinners
Fronl M urray take 121 N. to Roy
Grahan1 Road. Turn right and
fo llolv to the end.

NEEDA RIDE? CALL
753-8 744 OR 435-4478

107 N .. 12t h St.

Show your Student I.D.

Everyone Welcome!

Good Luck

Volleyball Team
I

BART'S BIKES
Sales & Rentals
Most Major Brands

•Brake Service

..

~

GARY FISHER MARIN

•Transmission Service

Locally Owned
& Operated
507 s. 12th

(next to Log Cabin
Restaurant)

I Advertise !

Novembe r 6, 1998

functions," he said. ''If the students the campus's admission requirements,"
want a course, then the call center will he said. "If the student took courses
sign them up. If a student wants a from six different campuses via the
degree, then the call will be transferred CVU and decided to transfer to Murray,
to a campus."
then the student will have to decide
Before the CVU is fully in place, a whether or not to transfer all the coursserver will produce the sofl:ware to help es."
Connick cited an example of students
the courses run.
"The goal is for the software to con- from the University of Maine who took
vert the instructors' courses to the CVU Internet cla::;ses through the University
format," he said. "Another goal is to of South Carolina.
"'We had 175 students (from the Uniensure that faculty have support whenversity
of Maine) who applied to the
ever they need it."
The admission requirements would U Diversity of South Carolina and all but
not be affected, Connick said. If a stu- two made it," he said. "Eventually, 148
dent wanted to enroll at Louisville of the students who applied, graduated. ·
through the CVU, then the student There are ways to bring in n cohort of
would f:ltill need the academic require- students and a whole host of ways to put
ments that a student at Louisville these things together."
Connick said the future is headed in a
would require. The same transfer polidirection in which more classes would be
cies would also be required.
"Whatever admission requirements a offered at a distance and more adults
campus has, then the CVU will look at would take distance classes.

•--Rev. Terry Vasseur, Pastor·- -

Pounder
with Cheese
Value Meal

The Murray Stat e News

Mountain, Road and BMX Bikes
Clothing & accessories
Spy sunglasses

"It is going to be very tough," he said.
"We have 15 million credit students and
it should grow to 30 million in the near
future. Not all of those are going to learn
in a traditional environment. A thousand institutions are offering classes at
a distance. We may be developing a dual
education system. The world that is
emerging is of adult workers who don't
want to come to campus and utilize student services."
Connick also cited statistics that
showed positive ratings for distance
classes.
"Statistics show that students who
learn at a distance do the same or ootter
than students who learn ~n a clnRsroom,"
he said. "In Maine, we ran an associate
nursing program off campus. When the
students graduated, they had a better
sense of the nursing culture than the
students did on-campus."

be allotted to funding this campaign drive. Also, all restricted
donations to departments, such
as money donated specifically
for computers or software, will
be subjected to the fl.ve percent
gift processing fee.
In general terms, out of every
dollar designated specifically to
an area, only 95 cents will actually be placed in the hands of
the department. On a $20,000
fund-raiser, the foundation will
retain $1,000.
41
'Five percent is fl.ve percent,"
Ted Wendt, dean of the College
of Fine Arts and Communication, said. "It's easiest to say it
will be five percent less of
everything. Any increase the
department may get in donations will be reduced. H you
look at the big picture, it takes
money to have money. I wish it
didn't have to come out of

department
fund-raising
efforts, but it is very easy for us
to say (to) fl.nd the money somewhere else."
The campaign is not an isolated
fund-raising
effort.
Instead, it is one piece of a
three-part
comprehensive
effort to elicit funds.
The fl.vc percent administrative fee directly affects the second part of the fund-raising
effort, the annual fund. Money
raised by department fundraising efforts such as phone-athons is a critical part of the
annual fund, Reichmuth said.
Efforts also target alumni
through direct mail and gatherings.
The third part relics on
planned and deferred gifts
through estate and trust donations.

The Murray State News
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Visit
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TOBACCO
VV'ARS
The Battle for a
Smokefree society
A lecture by

Patrick Reynolds.
grandson of R.J. ·R eynolds
(founder of Winston and
Camel cigarettes)
Wednesday, Nov. 11
at 7:30p.m.
Curris Center Large
Ballroom.
Sponsored by

Open 7 days a week, 1o a.m. - 5 p.m.
2040 J.H. O'Brien Dr.
Grand Rivers. KY
(502) 362-3044
CAIPUSACnY/77ESBaiRD

